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Abstract 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), in addition to enabling monitoring 

solutions for numerous new applications areas, have gained huge popularity as a 

cost-effective, dynamically scalable, easy to deploy and maintainable alternatives to 

conventional infrastructure-based monitoring solutions.  

A WSN consists of spatially distributed autonomous wireless sensor nodes 

that measure desired physical phenomena and operate in a collaborative manner to 

relay the acquired information wirelessly to a central location. A wireless sensor 

node, integrating the required resources to enable infrastructure-less distributed 

monitoring, is constrained by its size, cost and energy. In order to address these 

constraints, a typical wireless sensor node is designed based on low-power and low-

cost modules that in turn provide limited communication and processing 

performances. Data and computation intensive wireless monitoring applications, on 

the other hand, not only demand higher communication bandwidth and 

computational performance but also require practically feasible operational lifetimes 

so as to reduce the maintenance cost associated with the replacement of batteries. 

In relation to the communication and processing requirements of such applications 

and the constraints associated with a typical wireless sensor node, this thesis 

explores energy efficient wireless sensor node architecture that enables realization of 

data and computation intensive applications.  

Architectures enabling raw data transmission and in-sensor processing with 

various technological alternatives are explored. The potential architectural 

alternatives are evaluated both analytically and quantitatively with regards to 

different design parameters, in particular, the performance and the energy 

consumption. For quantitative evaluation purposes, the experiments are conducted 

on vibration and image-based industrial condition monitoring applications that are 

not only data and computation intensive but also are of practical importance.  

Regarding the choice of an appropriate wireless technology in an architecture 

enabling raw data transmission, standard based communication technologies 

including infrared, mobile broadband, WiMax, LAN, Bluetooth, and ZigBee are 

investigated. With regards to in-sensor processing, different architectures 

comprising of sequential processors and FPGAs are realized to evaluate different 

design parameters, especially the performance and energy efficiency. Afterwards, 

the architectures enabling raw data transmission only and those involving in-sensor 

processing are evaluated so as to find an energy efficient solution. The results of 

this investigation show that in-sensor processing architecture, comprising of an 

FPGA for computation purposes, is more energy efficient when compared with 

other alternatives in relation to the data and computation intensive applications.  

Based on the results obtained and the experiences learned in the 

architectural evaluation study, an FPGA-based high-performance wireless sensor 
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platform, the SENTIOF, is designed and developed. In addition to performance, 

the SETNIOF is designed to enable dynamic optimization of energy consumption. 

This includes enabling integrated modules to be completely switched-off and 

providing a fast configuration support to the FPGA. 

 In order to validate the results of the evaluation studies, and to assess the 

performance and energy consumption of real implementations, both the vibration 

and image-based industrial monitoring applications are realized using the 

SENTIOF. In terms of computational performance for both of these applications, 

the real-time processing goals are achieved. For example, in the case of vibration-

based monitoring, real-time processing performance for tri-axes (horizontal, vertical 

and axial) vibration data are achieved for sampling rates of more than 100 kHz.  

With regards to energy consumption, based on the measured power 

consumption that also includes the power consumed during the FPGA’s 

configuration process, the operational lifetimes are estimated using a single cell 

battery (similar to an AA battery in terms of shape and size) with a typical 

capacity of 2600 mA. In the case of vibration-based condition monitoring, an 

operational lifetime of more than two years can be achieved for duty-cycle interval 

of 10 minutes or more. The achievable operational lifetime of image-based 

monitoring is more than 3 years for a duty-cycle interval of 5 minutes or more.  
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1 Introduction & Problem 
Formulation 

The transition from the 20th to 21st century observed the emergence of low-

cost, low-power, and miniature size electronics, enabling attractive solutions for 

numerous new application areas to be created as well as facilitating several existing 

ones to improved. One such example is the development of Wireless Sensor 

Network (WSN), providing a low-cost alternative to both manual monitoring 

solutions and traditional infrastructure-based monitoring solutions, in which both 

the power and the data are required to be transported over a physical media, such 

as cables. In contrast to an infrastructure-based monitoring network, a WSN is 

comprised of spatially distributed sensor nodes that, in addition to sensing the 

environment, are capable of communicating wirelessly to transport the acquired 

data to a desired destination. In addition, the wireless communication in a WSN 

also provides the means to establish a self-organizing wireless monitoring network. 

A WSN finds its applications in numerous fields spanning from home automation 

to industrial monitoring, and to battlefield tracking etc. [1]-[7]. Some of the notable 

applications include environmental monitoring [8]-[10], fire detection in forests [11]-

[13], structural health monitoring for buildings and bridges [14]-[15], health care 

monitoring [16]-[17], industrial condition monitoring [18]-[19], battlefield monitoring 

[20]-[22], precision agriculture [23] and logistics monitoring [24]. 

In comparison to infrastructure-based monitoring networks, the advantages 

associated with WSNs are low-cost, ability to self-organize, scalability and ease of 

deployment [25]-[28].  

 As the sensor nodes in a WSN communicate wirelessly and, the means of 

energy (for example, batteries) are integrated within them, the cost 

associated with the development and maintenance of communication and 

power related infrastructure is low as compared to infrastructure-based 

networks. In addition, typically, sensor nodes have a simple design that 

leads to the low-cost development and thus, enables the realizing of cost-

effective WSNs.  
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 The ability of wireless sensor nodes to self-organize and establish a network 

plays an important role in achieving highly scalable monitoring networks. 

In contrast to infrastructure-based networks, the low-complexity and the 

associated cost of adding new sensor nodes in a WSN provides the means 

to achieve a highly scalable solution. The scalability enables applications in 

which sensor nodes may be added or removed without halting the 

operation of the network which, in fact, in certain cases this characteristic 

might be essential in achieving the desired goals. For example, in 

monitoring and tracking applications consisting of non-stationary sensor 

nodes, some nodes may collaborate in one network for a specific time or 

event and then leave that network and join another nearby WSN.  

 In relation to physical deployment, wireless sensor nodes provide high-

flexibility as compared to infrastructure-based monitoring solutions. For 

example, in addition to regular deployment in which sensor nodes are 

placed according to pre-planned fixed locations, wireless sensor nodes can 

also be deployed in a random manner. Such flexibility could be highly 

desirable in certain applications, for example, in order to detect and 

monitor fire in a forest; such nodes can be dropped from an airplane. In 

addition, infrastructure-less operability of wireless sensor networks enables 

the sensor nodes to be deployed in hard-to-reach as well as non-stationary 

locations.  

In a wireless monitoring application that may monitor the desired 

parameters at a few locations over a small geographical area or at hundred of 

locations over a large area, it is a wireless sensor node that plays a central role in 

realizing monitoring solutions based on WSNs. A typical wireless sensor node is a 

compact sized hardware unit that acquires desired data from its environment and 

communicates wirelessly to other nodes in a network so as to relay that data or 

extracted information to a central station. The architecture and data flow of a 

typical wireless sensor node [29] is shown in Figure 1.1. Depending upon what and 

how many parameters are to be monitored in an application, it may consist of one 

or more transducers that measure physical phenomena and produce equivalent 

electrical outputs, that is, in the form of electrical current or voltage. The output 

signal from a transducer, which is typically low in amplitude, is amplified with the 

assistance of signal conditioning circuits so as to ensure that it matches the 

requirements of the digitization circuits. Following on from the amplification 
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Figure 1.1 Architecture of a typical wireless sensor node 
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process, a signal is then digitized using an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). In 

the case of a transducer that produces digital output, along with basic sensing 

system, both the amplification and the digitization circuits are embedded into the 

transducer. The digitized signal is then fed to a control and processing unit, 

typically a micro-controller, which with little or no processing at all, relays the 

acquired data to its destination using a wireless transceiver. With regards to 

modules integrated in a wireless sensor node, the control and processing unit plays 

an important role, as it not only coordinates all the activities within a sensor node 

but also manages its association with other nodes in a WSN. In addition to these 

modules, which enable sensing, processing/control and wireless communication 

capabilities, a sensor node incorporates an energy source such as a battery or some 

mechanism for energy scavenging [30]-[32], through which all of the integrated 

modules are powered. In some applications, a sensor node may also be equipped 

with actuators that enable mobility in sensor nodes [2],[33]-[34]. 

A WSN, comprising of distributed sensor nodes that require no physical 

media to enable communication and energy transfer, when compared with wired-

counterparts offers the advantages of reduced infrastructure related costs, improved 

scalability, and ease-of-deployment [25]-[28]. The infrastructure-less and distributed 

nature of the operation, however, imposes certain constraints that restrict their 

widespread adoption in (envisioned) application domains listed in [2]-[3]. The 

constraints imposed on the basic building block of a WSN, i.e. a wireless sensor 

node are depicted in Figure 1.2 and are discussed in the following.  

In comparison to a wired-network in which an individual sensing system, 

deployed on-field, may only comprise of desired sensors, a wireless sensor node is 

required to integrate all of the required resources, i.e. sensors, communication 

transceiver, processing unit and energy source(s). A wireless sensor node comprising 

of all of the above mentioned resources is then constrained by the physical size and 

Self-contained resources
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data rate and coverage

Low-power 

processing unit
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communication transceiver
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Figure 1.2 The relationship between desired characteristic and resulting constraints of a typical 

wireless sensor node 
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the cost. In order to achieve cost-effective high-spatial resolution monitoring 

through densely deployed sensor nodes, as is one of main objective of WSNs [35]-

[37], both the size and the cost of a sensor node is desired to be as low as possible. 

The small size and low-cost, in turn, set constraints on the size, type and capacity 

of associated energy source i.e. a battery or an, alternate, energy scavenging unit 

that can be integrated in a wireless sensor node. Given the limited amount of 

energy available in typical small size batteries and the low power-to-area (or 

volume) ratio of alternate energy sources [38]-[41], a small size and low-cost wireless 

sensor node is restricted to operate on a limited energy budget.  

In order to achieve a long operation lifetime with a limited energy budget, a 

wireless sensor node is typically designed using modules that offer ultra low-power 

characteristics and enable efficient power management [34],[42]-[43]. A wireless 

sensor node built on such low-power modules typically lacks high performance 

capabilities. For example, low-power micro-controllers that are typically used in 

wireless sensor nodes provide limited computational performance in terms of 

operating frequency and on-chip memory [44]. Similarly, the low-power and low-

cost wireless transceivers provide limited communication data rates. Thus, a WSN, 

consisting of typical wireless sensor nodes that are constrained by energy, 

processing, and communication resources [44]-[45], is better suited to applications 

that acquire data at a low-sample rate and operate in intermittent pattern [27],[46]-

[48]. In such applications, a small amount of data, acquired periodically, or on the 

basis of an event at a sensor node is wirelessly communicated.  

As low-sample rate applications require small amounts of data to be 

communicated, and which can easily be accomplished with the performance 

provided by low-power processing and communication units, the use of such low-

power resources enable energy consumption to be minimized. Using such low-power 

resources for data intensive monitoring applications, however, not only restrict in 

achieving the desired monitoring goals but also leads to higher energy consumption. 

For example, low-power and low-cost transceivers that are used in typical wireless 

sensor nodes lack the required bandwidth to communicate the large amount of data 

across the network. Even with intermittent monitoring, a large size memory is 

required to store the raw data so as to transmit it using a low-data rate wireless 

transceiver. In that case, the long transmission time causing high energy 

consumption leads to a short operational lifetime. On the other hand, in an 

endeavour to suppress the raw data by computing the useful information at each 

sensor node, the processing performance and amount of memory in low-power 

micro-controllers that are typically used in wireless sensor nodes is often insufficient 

to realize applications with the large amount of data that is required to be 

processed using complex processing algorithms. Improving the communication 

bandwidth and/or processing capabilities by integrating powerful resources at the 

sensor node level typically leads to higher power consumption and thus, is required 

to be assessed in an energy consumption perspective.  
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With regards to the constraints of a wireless sensor node, as depicted in 

Figure 1.2, this thesis explores an energy efficient architecture that can fulfil the 

processing and communication requirements of data and computation intensive 

monitoring applications while enabling a practically feasible operational lifetime.  

1.1 Data and Computation Intensive Monitoring 
Applications 

In principle, any monitoring application that requires the monitoring of 

parameters for which required transducers are available can potentially be realized 

with a WSN. As a huge collection of transducers [49] do exist that can be 

incorporated in a wireless sensor node and therefore, the potential applications that 

could be benefit with the adoption of WSNs is limited only by one’s imagination. In 

this section, an overview of potential application areas for WSN followed by an 

application classification and design space relating to data and computation 

intensive wireless monitoring applications is provided.    

1.1.1 Overview of applications domains of WSN 

The potential applications of WSNs are limitless. Nevertheless, the 

applicability of WSNs can be briefly summarized in terms of existing real world 

application fields. 

1.1.1.1 Military applications 

In fact, the concept of (distributed) sensor network (DSN) can be traced 

back to the late 1970’s, when researchers working on a military project funded by 

DARPA, identified components associated with a DSN for monitoring applications 

[50]. The practical utilization was demonstrated by employing a custom-built 

prototype system, mainly relying on acoustic sensors, for tracking aircrafts flying at 

low altitude. Despite the successful demonstration, the technology at that time was 

not considered ready to expand the concept of distributed sensor network both in 

terms of a large scale and across different fields. However, with the recent advances 

in technology, numerous military related applications, which in a broader spectrum 

are those defining the monitoring and tracking of enemy lines as well as the 

surveillance of one’s own territory, are being realized with WSNs. Some of the 

examples in this domain include WSN-based counter sniper system [51], 

surveillance [20], and tracking vehicles and troops’ movement [21]-[22]. 

1.1.1.2 Environmental monitoring 

With the emergence of low-power, low-cost, and miniature size electronics, 

the prospective benefits associated with DSNs have attracted both the research and 
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businesses communities to extend the concept to numerous  fields, including 

environmental monitoring [8]-[11]. In relation to traditional environmental 

monitoring that relies on highly accurate but on a small number of expensive 

sensing systems, a WSN enables cost-effective deployment on a large scale [52]. 

Besides monitoring basic environmental parameters such as temperature, pollution, 

humidity, etc. to inform inhabitant about their surroundings, other applications in 

this domain include monitoring of green house gases [53], habitat monitoring 

[37],[54], forest fire detection [11]-[13], agriculture [23], etc. 

1.1.1.3 Home automation 

In relation to enabling smart homes, in which appliances are connected to a 

network so as to manage them intelligently, WSNs are considered an attractive 

choice [55].    

1.1.1.4 Remote health monitoring 

In relation to personal health care applications [55], continuous monitoring of 

patients using WSN [16]-[17], [56]-[58] could be used to detect emergency conditions 

early on and thus provide the necessary treatment. In addition, such solutions can 

also be enabled to perform additional activities such as reminding patients 

regarding the taking of medicines in a timely manner, managing their home 

appliances, etc. In comparison to keeping a patient in a hospital, a WSN could 

potentially facilitate the patients in performing their regular activities at home or 

work while being continuously examined.  

1.1.1.5  Business related applications 

WSNs can be incorporated in different businesses so as to increase the 

production, in addition to improving the management and delivery system. 

Example applications in this regards include monitoring soil and crop related 

parameters in agriculture business [23][59], monitoring and tracking of livestock in 

farming [60]-[62], keeping track of both the quality and geographical  parameters of 

logistics [24], industrial monitoring and control, managing inventory related tasks 

[63] etc. 

1.1.1.6 Industrial process management and control 

There are number of industrial applications [64]-[67] that can benefit from 

the use of WSN. Examples include real-time monitoring of operating machinery for 

possible defects and/or performance degradation, monitoring different processes 

and their states so as to better control them, enabling factory automation, process 

control, monitoring of liquid and gas lines for possible leakages, monitoring of 
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contaminated areas, structural condition monitoring of buildings, mines, bridges 

etc. 

1.1.2 Classification 

In order to assess the requirements and challenges associated with designing 

and deploying WSNs for a diverse nature of applications as mentioned above, it is 

important to firstly classify these applications in relation to some relevance so that 

a design space can be deduced for a given set of applications. In [1] and [68], on the 

basis in which a sensor node interacts with a data sink, the authors classified WSN 

applications into monitoring, tracking and event detection. Such an abstract level 

classification does not provide the means to deduce an optimized design space for 

set of applications being addressed in this thesis. Therefore, the potential 

applications of WSNs are classified in relation to their (sensed) data size and 

computational complexity so as to explore an energy efficient architecture for data 

and computation intensive applications. For a diverse range of monitoring 

applications, as discussed in section 1.1.1, a quantitative classification based on 

data size and computational complexity is a challenging task. Instead, we opt to 

use a relative scale representing low, medium, high and intensive data size and 

computational complexity.  

1.1.2.1 Application with small data size and low computational 
complexity 

A large number of monitoring applications require static sensor nodes, each 

of which monitor only few parameters at a relatively low-frequency. In addition, 

the acquired data, ranging from a couple of bytes to tens of bytes are often 

transmitted without requiring any complex processing besides simple aggregation 

(addition/subtraction). Examples of such applications include general 

environmental monitoring, monitoring of crop & soil in agriculture, monitoring of 

green house gases, monitoring of different industrial processes, etc. 

1.1.2.2 Applications with medium to high data size and 
computational complexity 

Applications such as habitat and logistics monitoring, in which sensor nodes 

may be carried from one place to other, require a sensor node to continuously 

discover its surrounding nodes so as to relay the acquired data. In such an 

application, the size and computational complexity of data may often be low; 

however, the frequency of acquisition and transmission could be irregular varying 

the size of the data to be handled at a given time. Apart from acquiring the desired 

data at a low-sample rate, providing geographical related support, for example, 
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through Global Position System (GPS) could increase the data size and complexity 

to process it [10]. 

In applications such as tracking vehicles and troops, surveillance, structural 

health monitoring, automation and control etc. the factors that determine the data 

size and computational complexity include the types and number of sensors used, 

rate at which the data from each of the sensor is acquired, and level of the 

information that needs to be extracted from the raw data. Depending upon the 

objectives and requirements of a given application scenario, the amount of data and 

complexity involved in processing that data may be solved easily with a typical 

low-power and low-cost wireless sensor node. In other cases, these may require 

high-performance processing resources and/or communication transceivers to realize 

such applications. However, the applications that certainly involve a large amount 

of acquired data and require intensive processing, as explained in the following 

section, are dealt within this thesis. 

1.1.2.3 Applications with intensive data and computational 
complexity 

Monitoring applications which either acquire scalar data at a high-sample 

rate (e.g. more than few kHz) or when the data associated with each sample is 

large (e.g. an image frame), are best candidates for data intensive applications in 

relation to limited data rate transceivers [69] that are typically used in wireless 

sensor nodes. In addition, the applications requiring complex processing so as to 

extract useful information from the large amount of acquired data fall in 

computational intensive category.  Examples of such applications include vibration- 

based structural and machinery health monitoring, image-based process monitoring, 

video-based surveillance, etc.  

In order to perform quantitative analysis based on actual implementations of 

data and computation intensive applications, case studies based on applications of 

highly practical importance, i.e. industrial condition monitoring are conducted in 

this thesis. In industrial monitoring applications, the most widely accepted methods 

for analyzing the operating condition of machinery are based on vibration and oil 

analysis [70]-[73]. In relation to WSNs, vibration-based monitoring, in particular, 

multi-axes and high-frequency monitoring generate large amounts of data and 

require intensive signal processing to analyze that data [74]-[79].  

In relation to industrial condition monitoring, oil analysis enables the 

machinery’s wear and tear to be assessed by accounting debris/residual particles 

that detach from the machinery and circulate in the oil [80]-[83]. With camera 

based wireless sensor nodes, by capturing images of oil passing through a small 

window such as of glass, debris/residual as well as other foreign particles present in 

the oil can easily be detected [84]-[86]. In a similar manner to that of the high-

frequency vibration-based condition monitoring, image-based oil analysis also 
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generates a large amount of raw data and involves intensive processing for the 

analysis of the data [87]. 

1.1.3 Design space for data and computation intensive 
applications 

The design aspects of a typical WSN as listed in [88] are equally important 

in developing WSNs for data and computation intensive monitoring applications. 

However, the scope and emphasis of certain aspects that are of high importance to 

data and computation intensive applications, especially with regards to industrial 

condition monitoring, are discussed in the following.   

1.1.3.1 Energy  

As shown in Figure 1.2, the infrastructure less and distributed nature of 

operation in a wireless sensor node, together with its small size and low-cost sets 

constraints on the type of energy sources and their capacity that can be integrated 

in a sensor node. Given the low area/volume to energy ratio, high-cost, and 

dependency on an appropriate environment for the energy scavenging methods [38]-

[41], wireless sensor nodes are typically required to rely on the limited amount 

energy provided through integrated batteries.   

From the energy consumption’s perspective of a wireless sensor node, 

especially with regards to applications mentioned in section 1.1.2.3 the responsible 

modules are sensor(s), processor and communication transceiver. As the specific 

requirements of an application may dictate the choice of the sensors to be used 

thus, leaving not many options to optimize the energy consumption associated with 

them. However, the energy consumption associated with processing and 

communication is required to be taken in to consideration. At a wireless sensor 

node architecture level, this requires choosing appropriate processing algorithms, 

integrating low-power but energy efficient modules, applying energy conserving 

techniques, operating nodes in duty-cycle manners, etc [34],[89].  

1.1.3.2 Communication modality 

Data intensive applications such as those mentioned in section 1.1.2.3 

generate a large amount of data, typically in hundreds of kbps to tens of Mbps. 

The choice of wireless communication technology, such as radio or optical, to 

communicate such a large amount of data hugely impacts upon both the reliable 

transfer of data to a destination and the associated energy consumption [90]. The 

different interferences in the industrial environment can also affect the performance 

of wireless communication [91]-[92] and thus, are required to be taken in to 

consideration. In addition, the size of the network, coverage area, and any 

additional costs associated with obtaining wireless communication services, for 
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example, licence for the frequency spectrum or other paid services are required to 

be accounted for.  

1.1.3.3 Quality of services (QoS) 

In addition to application dependent QoS requirements such as robustness, 

temper/eavesdropping-resistance and unobtrusiveness, data and computation 

intensive applications generally tend to have real-time constraints, which could add 

to existing constraints regarding processing performance and/or communication 

throughput.  

1.1.3.4 Operational lifetime 

Mainly derived from the available amount of energy and its consumption for 

a given application, the operational lifetime highly influence the maintenance cost. 

With regards to industrial monitoring applications, sensor nodes may be deployed 

on to continuously operating machinery as well as non-stationary and hard to 

access locations and would, thus, require the suspending of an on-going activity to 

replace batteries for sensor nodes. In order to reduce such a high maintenance cost,   

an operational lifetime of at least several years could be highly desirable. 

1.1.3.5 Cost and size 

Infrastructure-less nature of WSNs generally enables a reduction in the cost 

associated with installing the infrastructure and its maintenance. The cost of the 

individual sensor nodes and the associated maintenance, for example, replacing 

batteries is, however, required to be taken into consideration.  Therefore, for a 

widespread use of wireless sensor technology, it is important that not only the cost 

of the individual sensor nodes is reasonable for the given applications but 

practically viable operational lifetime could also be achieved.  

In relation to industrial condition monitoring in which sensor nodes might be 

deployed on to the space constrained locations of the machinery, the small size and 

the low weight is desirable to enable effective monitoring of the desired locations 

without causing mechanical imbalances.          

1.2 Problem statement 

A WSN, as an infrastructure-less network that requires no physical 

connectivity to enable communication and energy supply amongst its nodes, 

promises to enable cost-effective monitoring solutions both for existing wire-based 

monitoring applications and for those in which wire-based monitoring had not been 

feasible previously. However, untethered energy supply, in conjunction with low-

cost and small size led to the development of wireless sensor nodes with restricted 
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energy, processing and communication resources, thus limiting WSNs to low-sample 

rate intermittent monitoring applications. 

 In order to analyze the resources of such wireless sensor nodes in relation to 

realizing data and computation intensive monitoring applications, firstly, some of 

the popular wireless sensor nodes are briefly described. Following on from that, the 

problem description is continued.  

1.2.1 An overview of existing wireless sensor nodes 

Starting from WeC, the first prototype sensor node which was developed at 

UC Berkeley in 1998, a large number of wireless sensor nodes have been developed 

as a result of academic research and commercial activity. Some of the popular and 

relevant in this regard, as summarized in Table 1.1, are discussed in the following.   

1.2.1.1 Mica motes 

The WeC integrated an 8-bit micro-controller AT90LS8535, from Atmel, 

that was operated at 4 MHz and had 512 B of internal Static Random Access 

Memory (SRAM). In order to perform wireless communication, the WeC was 

integrated with a radio transceiver, TR1000, operating at 915 MHz frequency band 

that provided a transmission rate of 10 kbps. Based on the development of the 

WeC, a number of sensor nodes with varying design issues related to 

communication, micro-controller, memory, size, etc. were developed at UC Berkely 

and a commercial venture Crossbow. These sensor nodes such as Rene, Mica, 

Mica2, Mica2Dot, MicaZ and Telos integrated 8/16-bits low-power micro-

controllers with SRAM of up to 10 kB, and radio transceivers with a maximum 

data rate of 250 kbps. These detailed specifications for each of these can be found 

in Table 1.1. The typical power consumption of these nodes is less than 100 mW 

[95]. 

1.2.1.2 Eyes 

Based on the 8-bit micro-controller, MSP430 from Texas Instruments, Eyes 

nodes [69] were developed by Infineon as part of a European Union funded project 

to enable energy efficient sensor networks. The architecture of the EYES is quite 

similar to the Mica motes; however, the latest versions of EYES motes, 

EYESIFXv1 and EYESIFXv2, were equipped with radio transceivers from Infineon 

that support data transmission rates of up to 64 kbps. 

1.2.1.3 Medusa-MK 2 

The MK-2 sensor node [96], developed at UCLA, integrates two micro-

controllers from Atmel. One 8-bit micro-controller for baseband processing for the 
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Sensor node Processing unit, type *, name, (clock 

freq. MHz) 

Wireless transceiver: type, name, (data 

rate) 

Memory 

SRAM/Flash 

Operating 

system 

WeC [95] μC: AT90LS8535 (4) Radio – TR1000 (10 kbps) 512B / 32kB Tiny OS 

Renee [95] μC: ATmega163  (4) Radio – TR1000 (10 kbps) 1kB /  32kB Tiny OS 

Mica [93] μC: ATmega103  (4) Radio – TR1000 (40 kbps) 4kB /512kB Tiny OS 

Mica2Dot 

/Mica2 [94] 

μC: ATmega128(7/4) Radio – CC1000 (40 kbps) 4kB /512kB Tiny OS 

MicaZ [94] μC: ATmega128(4) Radio – CC2420 (250 kbps) 4kB /512kB Tiny OS 

Telos/ TelosB 

[95] 

μC: TI’s MSP430 (4) Radio – CC2420 (250 kbps) 10kB / 1MB Tiny OS 

Eyes/Eyes IFX 

v1&2 [69] 

μC: TI’s MSP430 (5) Radio – TR1001/ TDA5250  (115.2/64 

kbps) 

10kB / 8 MB PeerOS/ 

Tiny OS 

Medusa MK-2 

[96] 

μC: Atmel’s Atmega128L & 

AT91FR4081(8/40) 

Radio – TR1000 (10 kbps) 4kB / 4kB 

136kB / 1MB 

Palos 

BTnode [97] μC: ATmega128L (7/4) Radio – CC1000 (40 kbps) & ZV4002 

Bluetooth (1 Mbps) 

(64 + 180 kB) / 

128 kB 

TinyOS 

SENTIO-em [98] μC: EFM32 (32) Radio- XBee (250 kbps) & TI’s 

CC1101 (500 kbps) 

16/128 kB N.A 

     

Table 1.1 Technical specifications of some of the existing wireless sensor nodes 
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IMote[99] μC: ARM7TDMI (12) Radio – Blue tooth 64kB / 512kB TinyOS, 

Linux 

Imote2 [48][100] μC/P: Intel’s PXA271(13-416) Radio – CC2420 (250 kbps) 256kB / 32kB 

+32MB SDRAM 

μOS 

μAMPS[101] μC/P: StrongARM SA-1110          

(59-206) 

Radio – Bluetooth (1 Mbps) 4MB / 4MB TinyOS 

25mm cube [102] μC:+FPGA: Atmega 128L (-) + 

Spartan IIE XC2S300E-7FG256 

Radio – nRF2401  (1 Mbps) 4+20 kB 

128+524 

N.A 

mPlatform [103] μC+CPLD+ μP :     TI’s MSP430 (8) 

+ Xilinx CoolRunner CPLD + OKI 

ML67Q5003 

μRadio – CC2420  (250 kbps) 10kB + . + 32kB 

/48kB + . + 

512kB 

N.A 

Modular 

Architecture 

[104] 

μC: + FPGA: ADuC812 (12) + 

Spartan IIIE XC3S200 

Radio – Bluetooth            256 B + 30 kB /8 

kB 

N.A 

Cookies  

Platform [105] 

μC: + FPGA: ADuC831 (-) + Spartan 

IIIE XC3S200 

Radio – Bluetooth           (732.2 kbps) 2 kB + 30 kB /62 

kB 

N.A 

μC: micro-controller; μP: micro-processor; CPLD: complex programmable logic device; FPGA: field 

programmable gate array  
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.radio and management activates, and the other one based on 32-bit ARM core to 

be used as an accelerator. It used the same radio transceiver as of the Mica mote 

1.2.1.4 SENTIO-em 

The SENTIO-em [98], a domain specific sensor node targeting low-power 

environmental monitoring applications, was developed at Mid Sweden University, 

Sweden. Built on Energy Micro’s micro-controller, EFM 32, the node can be 

operated at a clock frequency of 32 MHz. The node has 16 kB of RAM and 128 kB 

of flash, in addition to a support for mounting an external SD card. For wireless 

communication, the node is enabled to integrate a commercially available XBee 

module, in addition to custom built communication layer integrating TI’s CC1101 

that offers data rates of up to 600 kbps.  

1.2.1.5 Intel’s motes 

Imote [99], the first mote from Intel, was based on TC200P, a system-on-

chip (SoC) module from Zeevo in which an ARM core and Bluetooth modules were 

integrated on a single chip. The Imote2 [100] was based on a high performance 

processor from Intel that can be operated from 13 to 416 MHz. In addition, it was 

integrated with SRAM, flash and SDRAM. Unlike Imote, the IEEE 802.15.4 

complaint radio transceiver was used for wireless communication. 

1.2.1.6 25mm cube 

This sensor node [102] based on a modular structure was developed by 

Tyndall National Institute and University College Cork, Ireland. It consists of four 

25mm square layers namely, communication, processing, sensors and power supply. 

The communication layer comprises of an 8-bit micro-controller and a radio 

transceiver from Nordic Semiconductor that supports data rates of up to 1 Mbps. 

The processing layer is comprised on a Spartan II FPGA from Xilinx. Unlike the 

long communications range of Mica2 mote, its communication is limited to 10 

metres [102].  

1.2.1.7 mPlatform  

It is also a modular platform that supports different layers comprising of 

different combinations of micro-controllers and a CPLD [103]. The 8-bit micro-

controller MSP430 from TI is used as a main controller. In addition to an CPLD 

from Xilinx, it also supports an ARM micro-controller that can be operated at 

clock frequencies of up to 60 MHz. For communication purposes, it uses IEEE 

802.15.4 complaint radio transceiver supporting data transmition of up to 250 kbps. 
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1.2.1.8 Cookies 

Starting with an FPGA-based modular architecture [104] comprising of 

processing, communication, sensing and power supply layer, researchers at 

Universidad  Politecnica de Madrid (UPM) built several variants later called 

Cookies, HireCookies etc. In this first version [104], the processing layer was 

comprised of an 8-bit micro-controller from Analog Devices and a Spartan IIE 

FPGA from Xilinx. For communication purposes, a Bluetooth module OEMSPA13i 

from ConnectBlue was used. In the next upgraded version [105], in addition to the 

integration of ZigBee technology for communication, adoption of a different micro-

controller from the same Analog Devices was reported.  In the latest design, called 

HireCookie [106]-[106], the processing layer is comprised of Atiny 2313V micro-

controller and Spartan-6 LX150 FPGA from Xilinx. In addition to the processing 

layers comprising of SRAM-based FPGA and micro-controller from Analog 

Devices, the development of processing layer comprising of flash-based FPGA from 

Actel’s Igloo family of FPGAs and a TI’s MSP430 is also reported in [106].  

1.2.2 Problem statement (cont’d.)  

From the technical specifications, as listed in Table 1.1, we observe that the 

wireless communication in the sensor nodes is typically enabled with the IEEE 

802.15.4 or the IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) compatible transceivers that offer 

communication data rates of 250 kpbs and 1 Mbps, respectively [108]. It should be 

noted that these transceivers operate in a license free frequency band where several 

other devices, in addition to deployed sensor nodes, are in competition for the radio 

spectrum. Given the fact that the wireless communication is prone to external 

interferences and there is a significant overhead involved in secure and reliable 

communication, the actual throughput is less than the above mentioned data rates 

[109]-[111]. In low-sample rate applications, a throughput of tens of kbps is often 

sufficient. However, for data intensive applications, such as high-sample rate 

vibration and image-based industrial condition monitoring, the data rates achieved 

by these transceivers are unable to attain the desired communication gaols between 

a pair of wireless nodes, even in ideal conditions i.e. no external interferences. For 

example, multi-axes (e.g. tri-axes) vibration data acquired at a sampling rate of 50 

kHz and sample resolution of 16-bits requires a communication throughput of 2.4 

Mbps. In a similar manner, camera based nodes acquiring image data for 

transmission across the network also requires high-bandwidth communication 

support.  

In order to overcome the limited communication bandwidth of wireless 

sensor nodes with regards to data intensive applications, an alternative, as 

motivated by in-network processing [112], is to process the data locally in the 

sensor node. By processing the data within the sensor node, which is termed as in-

https://www.google.se/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCwQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.upm.es%2Finternacional&ei=0GRmU5f3IOTQygO8iICoAw&usg=AFQjCNGwBBPRxKEd_ZpVAqr0G3bLZPABkA&sig2=6e0B5c7m0Pw0kEZROlR7og&bvm=bv.65788261,d.bGQ
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sensor processing in this thesis, the small amount of extracted meaningful 

information could then be communicated through low-throughput radio 

transceivers. In relation to typical sensor nodes such as those discussed above and 

several others [69] that are based on 8/16-bit micro-controllers having a small 

amount of on-chip RAM and flash memories and offering limited processing 

performance, this may be feasible for applications involving relatively low-

computation complexity. However, for computation intensive applications, for 

example, vibration monitoring that involves intensive signal processing algorithms 

such as digital filters, Fourier and wavelet transforms, correlation functions etc. 

[74]-[79], both the memory and processing capabilities become a bottleneck. In 

computation resourceful (micro-processor-based) nodes such as μAMPS and iMote2, 

the support for higher operating frequencies could definitely be counted as an 

advantage when compared to the micro-controller based nodes. However, the 

sequential processing and high-power consumption pose a challenge in achieving 

high processing performance with a sustainable lifetime. On the other hand, FPGA-

based wireless sensor nodes that enable achieving high computational performance 

by parallelizing different tasks are constrained by power consumption, design 

complexity (both hardware and software) and the cost associated with FPGA-

based designs. In particular, the high-static power and long-configuration time 

associated with SRAM FPGAs [113], which are widely used in computation 

intensive applications [114]-[117] because of their high-performance characteristics, 

pose a challenge in achieving long operational lifetimes.  

With reference to the above mentioned limitations of communication and 

processing technologies, and the limited energy budget of typical wireless sensor 

nodes, this thesis explores an energy efficient architecture in order to efficiently 

realize data and computation intensive wireless monitoring applications. 

1.3 Main contributions 

In this thesis, an energy efficient wireless sensor node architecture is explored 

in relation to data and computation intensive monitoring applications. The 

research aspects addressed in the thesis and their relationship with the papers 

included in the thesis is depicted in Figure 1.3. The main scientific contributions 

are listed in the following. 

1. Analytical and quantitative evaluation of different architectural 

alternatives with regards to vibration and image-based data and 

computation intensive monitoring applications  

Firstly, on the basis of energy consumption and cost, several standard-

based wireless communication technologies are evaluated for raw-data 

transmission. Secondly, with respect to energy consumption and 

computational performance, in-sensor processing architectures comprising 
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of micro-controller and FPGA based processing units are realized and 

evaluated. Lastly, the most suitable choices among raw data transmission 

and in-sensor processing architectures are compared so as to obtain energy 

efficient solution. The results of this study could provide the guidelines to 

other designers and researchers working in this field.  

2. A feasibility study of an SRAM-based FPGA in relation to duty-cycle 

applications 

With respect to duty-cycle applications that enable to switch-off the power 

to integrated modules in a wireless sensor node, the suitability of an 

SRAM-based FPGA is analyzed experimentally. In addition, a comparison 

is made with a flash-based FPGA.   

3. Design and development of high-performance wireless sensor node 

Designed and developed an FPGA-based wireless sensor node that not only 

provides the means to achieve high-performance for computation intensive 

monitoring applications but also enables the dynamic optimization of the 

energy consumption.  

4. Quantitative evaluation of computation intensive processing using FPGA 

A study is conducted to determine a boundary for which the FPGA-based 

wireless sensor node, when compared to the micro-controller based 

counterpart, achieves both the real-time processing performance and energy 

efficiency in relation to the computation intensive vibration mentoring 

application.     

5. Realization of data and computation intensive applications 

The vibration and image-based industrial condition monitoring applications 

are realized in an energy efficient manner using the high-performance 

wireless platform.  

1.4  Thesis outline 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the 

applications used as the case study for the architectural evaluation are discussed in 

detail in relation to their practical usefulness, types, existing solution, 

computational algorithms and their complexity etc. In chapter 3, different 

architectural alternatives for data and computation intensive monitoring 

applications are explored.  The feasibility study of SRAM-FPGA for the duty-cycle 

application is presented in chapter 4. The design and development of a high-

performance wireless sensor node, the SENTIOF, is presented in chapter 5. Chapter 

6 is devoted to the implementation of vibration-based condition monitoring using 

SENTIOF and the associated results and discussion. In chapter 7, the development 
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of image-based monitoring and the associated results and discussion is carried out. 

Chapter 8 presents the concluding remarks and future work. 
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Figure 1.3 A graphical depiction of the research contributions of the thesis  
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2 Data and Computation Intensive 
Condition Monitoring Applications 

In the present competitive market era, on-time production is important for 

many industries. The high costs involved in any production delays due to industrial 

equipment failure are therefore undesirable. Several maintenance methodologies are 

in practice to ensure the smooth functionality of the machinery in the process 

industry. These approaches can be broadly categorized as breakdown, preventive, 

predictive and proactive maintenance [70],[118]. In the breakdown approach, 

maintenance work is only initiated when a machine can no longer operate and 

because it is possible for a failure to occur at any time, therefore a longer 

maintenance time is required to detect and rectify the problem. Preventive 

maintenance overcomes the shortcomings of the breakdown approach by 

introducing schedule based repair work. The maintenance work is carried out at 

defined time intervals based on the operating hours of the machinery. However, 

this does not allow for the efficient utilization of the machinery and often results in 

unnecessary maintenance shutdowns. With regards to continuous process industries 

both the breakdown and preventive methods are not well suited. Predictive 

maintenance which involves condition based monitoring [119]-[120], on the other 

hand, offers the minimum downtime, as in this case the operating conditions of the 

machinery are regularly monitored and maintenance work is only performed when a 

problem has been identified in a machine. Proactive maintenance, which can be 

considered as being an extension of condition-based maintenance, aims to rectify 

the root causes of the problem so as to avoid future failures. Therefore, the key 

advantage associated with condition monitoring method lies not only in well 

planned maintenance work but also enables root causes of failures to be rectified.  

In relation to industrial equipment condition monitoring, both the vibration and 

image-based methods are widely accepted for detecting growing faults in defects. 

Due to their practical usefulness and importance as well as involving large amounts 

of data and computation intensive analysis, the study related to the architecture 

evaluation and exploration is mainly conducted in relation to these two 

applications.    
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2.1 Vibration-based condition monitoring 

The importance of condition monitoring lies in the early detection of any 

underlying problems in order to minimize the downtime, maintenance costs and to 

maximize the lifetime of the machinery. There are several techniques in existence 

but vibration-based condition monitoring is the most widely accepted method for 

determining the growing defects and the performance degradation of rotating 

machinery [73]. Vibration data is either obtained by means of displacement, 

velocity or acceleration. The choice as to which of these three phenomena to be 

measured is dependent on the speed and type of machinery under observation and 

the suitability of the technology. As the amplitude of displacement vibration at 

higher frequencies is lower and therefore, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for 

displacement transducer is lower at higher frequencies as compared to that of at 

lower frequencies, therefore displacement vibration measurement is considered to be 

effective for machines operating at low speed. Similarly, velocity and acceleration 

data are considered as being effective for moderate and high frequency vibration 

analysis, respectively. As a mathematical relationship exists between these three, 

conversion from one to another can easily be performed by using a computer. For 

example, acceleration can be computed by differentiating the displacement twice, 

however, because of the noise amplification nature of the digital differentiation 

process, the general practice is to perform an integration process on the 

acceleration data in order to obtain the velocity and displacement equivalents [121]. 

Irrespective of whether it is the displacement, velocity or acceleration that is 

captured on a machine under observation, the acquired vibration data is typically 

analyzed in relation to that of the normal operating condition of machinery for 

possible faults. 

2.1.1 Commonly diagnosed problems 

In general, all rotating machines produce vibration when they are operated. 

These vibrations are typically a function of machine dynamics and the installation 

parameters such as alignment, balance, etc. Therefore, by measuring the vibration 

and relating it to the dynamics, alignment, and balance parameters, the health of a 

machine and its associated parts can be determined. Machinery faults that are 

commonly diagnosed using vibration data include unbalance, misalignment, 

structural looseness, broken rotor bars, bearing looseness and rubbing, belt 

misalignment and wear, gear misalignment and wear, loose rotor bars and an 

uneven air gap [122]. It has been observed that most of the problems in rotating 

machinery are due to imbalance, misalignment and looseness, which are best 

detected by means of vibration analysis. 
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2.1.2 Vibration-based condition monitoring methodology 

In order to assess the condition of a machine on the basis of vibration, the 

first step is to acquire the vibration data using appropriate sensors measuring 

displacement, velocity and/or acceleration. The vibration data is then required to 

be analyzed in relation to vibration levels (amplitude, frequency, phase etc.) 

corresponding to the normal operating condition of the machinery or its parts. For 

time-domain vibration data, the analysis can either be conducted in time, frequency 

and time-frequency domain [123]-[123], as shown in Figure 2.1.  

2.1.2.1  Time-domain analysis 

Features that are commonly extracted from time-domain vibration data 

include peak values, mean, RMS, variance, kurtosis, shape of the envelope of the 

vibration signal etc. Time-domain analysis, though useful in diagnosing certain 

fault conditions [125], is highly susceptible to instantaneous disturbances in the 

vibration signals and therefore, is typically supplemented with other analysis. 

2.1.2.2 Frequency-domain analysis 

The frequency-domain analysis enables the energy present in desired 

frequency components of the vibration signal to be measured, which in turn can 

easily be related to defect frequency components. The Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) is a commonly used method to obtain frequency domain information from 

time domain vibration signals. Other algorithms used for frequency domain analysis 

include computing correlation of spectrum, averaging, power spectrum etc. 

2.1.2.3 Time-Frequency domain analysis 

The time-frequency domain analysis, typically conducted using wavelet 

transforms or spectrograms, provides the means to analyze non-stationary vibration 

signals in relation to both the time and frequency.  
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Figure 2.1 Vibration based feature extraction methods 
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2.1.3 Complexity analysis 

In order to suppress the large amount of raw data acquired for a high-sample 

rate vibration monitoring application, processing data within a sensor node and 

transmitting only the resultant information could be an appropriate alternative. 

However, as summarized in Table 2.1, most of the vibration analysis functions 

involve intensive processing.  

Although, the statistical functions such as those for calculating peak value, 

RMS, variance, kurtosis etc. are relatively simple. When these are combined with 

other functions, and in particular for large data sets, these may add a good share to 

the complexity of vibration analysis. The commonly used functions such as FFT, 

correlations, filtering, etc. require significant processing resources. For example, for 

a data set comprising of N samples, the FFT requires NLogN complex multiply and 

addition operations. It should be noted that one complex multiplication requires 

four real multiplication and two addition operations. In terms of memory 

requirements, except for input data, and intermediate and output results, the 

twiddle factors are also required to be buffered. It is worth mentioning that the 

output of an FFT function is in complex format, so it requires one buffer for real 

and another for the imaginary part. The power spectrum, which enables an analysis 

of the energy present in the vibration spectrum and is most frequently used 

analysis method, requires more operations than that of an FFT. The spectrogram, 

which provides both the time and frequency related information, does so by 

computing a large number of Fourier transforms of overlapped data sets and 

accumulating the output of each transform. The complexity of the spectrogram is 

much higher than that of the power spectrum, and requires much larger memory 

for the output.  

2.1.4 WSN and vibration-based condition monitoring 

With the developments in the technology, practices and methods, vibration-

based condition monitoring evolved from pure mechanical devices, capable of only 

depicting complex time-domain vibration signals, to portable digital analyzers and 

automated digital computer based experts systems with advance analysis 

capabilities. The continuous monitoring of assets using expert systems generally 

assists in avoiding unexpected failures, however, the high cost associated with 

initial setup and maintenance of these systems often restricts their utilization to 

highly critical machinery in high-end industry. Portable analyzers are typically 

used for irregular monitoring under the supervision of skilled analysts. On the other 

hand wireless sensor networks are capable of providing low-cost continuous 

monitoring solutions on a large scale, and therefore, are considered as enabling 

technologies for the next generation industrial condition monitoring [129]. 
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Along with other application areas, examples of WSNs prototyping, test and 

deployment in relation to industrial condition monitoring can also be found in the 

literature. Many of these studies are related to analysing the performance of 

induction motors on the basis of slowly changing parameters such as temperature 

and/or current [130]-[132], thus, requiring relatively low-sampling rates. 

Nevertheless, there are few studies, as discussed below, in which vibration-based 

condition monitoring is addressed.  

In one of the earliest study in relation to vibration-based condition 

monitoring [133], the potential of WSN in condition based monitoring is 

demonstrated using a single hop wireless sensor network. The acquired data was 

transmitted wirelessly to a remote station where processing such as FFT and 

kurtosis was conducted using a general purpose computer through LabView 

software. In [134], a WSN based condition monitoring in end-milling was reported. 

In the experimental work, an MSP430 based sensor node with IEEE 802.15.4 

compliant radio transceiver was used. The 12-bit two channel vibration data was 

sampled at 1 kHz. B. Lu et.el in [135] demonstrated the potential of WSN-based 

condition monitoring and energy evaluation for an electric machine. In their design 

analysis, the authors assume that in an industrial based condition monitoring, the 

Table 2.1 Computational complexity of vibration analysis functions 

Function Complexity                        Add-Sub / 

Mult-Div 

Memory 

Peak value (N-1) / - Mainly for input data 

RMS (N-1) / (N+1) Mainly for input data 

Variance (2N+2) / (N+2) Mainly for input data 

Kurtosis (3N-1) / (4N+3) Mainly for input data 

Shape detection (using 

Hilbert transform) [126] 

1 MAC per sample per coefficient N. A 

FFT NlogN complex operations Input data, Output, and 

twiddle factors 

Correlation [127] Same as that of FFT Similar to that of the FFT 

Averaging N / N Mainly for input data 

Power spectrum Same as of the FFT + N additions and 

2N multiplications 

Similar to that of the FFT 

DWT [128] O(N) N. A 

Spectrogram N x (window size – overlap) x NLogN  

FIR filter Number of coefficients x N For, intermediate and final 

results, and for coefficients 
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power is generally available from main outlets and therefore, there is no issue 

regarding the energy consumption of the network. In [136], a micro-controller and 

FPGA based sensor node is proposed for processing ground vibration signals 

typically dominant in frequencies less than 10 Hz. No performance or energy 

consumption measure is reported. However, the authors acknowledge that the 

power consumption of the solution is a problem for long operating requirements. In 

relation to high-sample rate vibration-based condition monitoring for pumps, a 

complex architecture is proposed in [137]. In this architecture, an FPGA is used for 

data acquisition, a DSP for data processing, and a ZigBee module (consisting of a 

micro-controller and radio transceiver) for data communication. Some results 

regarding diagnostic are reported however, no information relating to performance 

and power consumption of the proposed system is given. Sandra et.el in [138] 

presented an FPGA based wireless sensor node for monitoring vibration parameters 

at a low-sample rate, i.e. 1500 Hz, for computer numerically controller (CNC) 

machines. In the [139], Liqun et. el. analyzed the system requirement for industrial 

condition monitoring involving low-sample rate vibration data. The emphasis of 

their work, however, has been on proposing some modification for the media access 

(MAC) layer of the IEEE. 802.15.4 protocol, so as to enhance its performance in 

relation to heterogeneous signals, energy consumption and real time.    

In the case of high-sample vibration monitoring and analysis, high-

performance processing and communication architectures are required. In 

infrastructure based monitoring, the targets architectures include general purpose 

computers [140]-[143], DSPs [144]-[146] and FPGAs [147]-[148]. However, 

integrating such resources in a wireless sensor node causes several challenges to be 

faced such as high-power consumption, cost, size, design complexity etc.  In this 

thesis, these challenges are analyzed in order to design a wireless sensor node that 

offers high-performance processing and communication capabilities while keeping 

other aspects such as energy consumption, size, cost etc. at a practically viable 

level.  

2.2 Image-based condition monitoring 

The mechanical equipment in industry typically degrades over time and with 

careful inspection, possible measures can be taken so as to avoid any unexpected 

failure and even to improve the performance of the machinery. In the above, we 

analyzed that the vibration-based condition monitoring is commonly used for this 

purpose, espically for rotating machinery. Additionally, another condition 

monitoring technique commonly used in the industry is to analyze the oil in the 

machinery for any signs of possible degradation [80]-[83]. The oil analyses are 

typically based on monitoring the viscosity of the oil, color of the oil, and presence 

of debris wearing from the machinery. In order to perform oil-based analysis, apart 

from viscosity data that is often acquired with the associated sensors, the color, 
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presence of water wapors and debris etc. is typically visually inspected by the 

technicians. With regards to employing wireless sensor networks, oil-based 

condition monitoring can be performed in a more automated and cost-effective way.   

In particular, the visual inspection can be replaced by wireless sensor networks 

equipped with image-monitoring capabilities.  

2.2.1 Image-based condition monitoring methodology 

In relation to analyzing the color of the oil, presence of water wapors and 

debris etc. using a camera-based sensor node, the first step is to acquire the image 

data for particular locations in the machinery. Following on from this, the data is 

required to be processed so as to extract meaningful information that enables the 

condition of the machinery to be assessed. The typical processing functions required 

for this purpose are same as those used in the machine vision applications [149].   

The tasks involved in a typical vision processing algorithm are shown in 

Figure 2.2.  An image, acquired using a video or an image sensor and represented 

in two-dimensional data, is processed through several stages so as to extract 

meaningful information. During the pre-processing stage, an image is enhanced by 

normalizing the intensity of pixels and removing noise [150], before further 

processing. This is typically achieved by filtering [151], and is sometimes 

supplemented by other methods such as background subtraction etc [173]. During 

the segmentation stage, as its name suggests, an image is segmented/partitioned in 

to multiple smaller sections on the basis of certain similarities such as intensity, 

texture, color, etc. Common methods for the image segmentation include 

thresholding (fixed and adaptive), edge-detection, fuzzy sets etc. [152]-[153]. 

Segmenting an image, for example by employing intensity thresholding, desired 

features or objects are separated from the background image. However, for further 

processing, these are required to be identified and by using functions such as 

labelling, feature extraction, and classification. The process of identifying and 

labelling each individual object falls under labelling category. During the 

morphological stage the information enabling the description and representation of 

shapes is extracted.  

2.2.2 Complexity analysis 

In a similar manner to that of the high-sample rate vibration monitoring, the 

image-based monitoring generates a large amount of data that is required to be 

transmitted across a wireless senor network for further processing and analysis at a 
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Figure 2.2 Tasks and their data flow in a typical vision processing algorithm 
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central station. In order to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted wirelessly, 

in-sensor processing can be an appropriate choice. However, it would require the 

necessary computational resources in the sensor node to process the large image 

data through several intensive image and signal processing functions. 

Depending upon the requirements of applications being realized, the actual 

processing algorithm and associated computational complexity could be different 

from one application to other. For example, as mentioned above, the segmentation 

can be performed using several methods including fixed and adaptive thresholding, 

edge detection, region based etc. Given a large number of image processing 

functions and their variations [154], it is a challenging task to characterize all of 

these in terms of their computation complexity. In relation to typical low-power 

wireless sensor node integrating micro-controllers as processing resources, the 

image-based wireless monitoring node requires higher-computational resources other 

than these micro-controllers in order to process the image data.  

2.2.3 WSN and image-based condition monitoring  

With regards to realizing image-based monitoring applications using wireless 

sensor networks, several studies covering the potential applications, research 

challenges and application specific implementations have been reported [155]-[161]. 

In comparison with typical low-sample WSN applications, the major challenge in 

image-based wireless monitoring applications is to transmit the large amount of 

data across the network in a reliable and efficient manner using a wireless sensor 

node with limited energy, communication and computation resources.  

In order to enable a sensor node with the necessary resources for image 

acquisition and processing, there are several camera-based sensor nodes such as 

SensEye [162], MeshEye [163], CMUcam3 [164], and others [156]-[157],[165] that 

have been reported in the literature. Most of these nodes integrate high-

performance sequential processors to enable image processing locally in the node. 

For communication purposes, low-power and low-data rate radio transceivers such 

as those IEEE 802.15.4 compliant are used generally.  

In relation to realizing energy efficient and high-performance sensor nodes for 

data and computation intensive applications,  our aim is to develop a hardware 

architecture that not only caters for the needs of a particular application rather 

provides the means to enable energy efficient realization for a wide variety of 

applications including image-based monitoring.  
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3 Architecture Exploration 

Enabling reliable, robust and cost-effective WSNs for data and computation 

intensive applications requires energy efficient wireless sensor nodes that provide 

the means to realize processing and communication related tasks in an efficient 

manner.  In order to design such a sensor node, the analytical and experimental 

evaluation of different architectural alternatives performed in relation to the 

vibration and image-based data and computation intensive applications are 

discussed in this chapter. 

3.1 Architectural design alternatives 

In order to explore an energy efficient hardware architecture for data and 

computation intensive wireless monitoring applications, the choice of raw data 

transmission or partitioning feature extraction algorithms to determine the correct 

amount of in-sensor processing and result transmission, in conjunction with 

different hardware technologies, is a promising beginning.  

3.1.1 Raw data transmission 

 Wireless sensor networks are typically aimed at collecting raw data or 

computed information at a central station so as to take appropriate actions on the 

basis of analysis of that data or information. In relation to wireless vibration and 

image-based condition monitoring applications, it is assumed that collecting raw 

data that can be processed in general purpose computers provides an important 

means as to assess the condition of assets and take the necessary actions to avoid 

any unexpected failures. Therefore, the first architectural choice, just like many 

other WSN applications, is to transmit raw data across the network using single or 

multi-hop routing topology. However, unlike typical low-sample rate WSN 

applications, the amount of raw data is large for these applications. For example, in 

the case of vibration-based industrial condition monitoring, depending on the type 

of machinery and expected faults that may arise, the desired sampling frequency 

typically varies from a few kHz to more than a hundred kHz, and data resolution 
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from 12-bits to 16-bits [74]-[79],[137],[166]. In addition, with the requirements to 

measure vibration at multiple axes such as at horizontal, vertical and axial axes, 

the amount of raw data can grow up to several Mbps, which is much larger than 

the maximum transmission rate of many low-power wireless transceivers. In a 

similar manner to that of the vibration, a gray scale image of 640 x 480 resolution, 

depending upon the number of frames captured per second, would require a 

transmission rate of more up to tens of Mbps.  

Finding an appropriate radio transceiver, which can fulfil the throughput 

requirements of high-data rate applications while consuming low energy, the 

different alternatives that are available in terms of standard-based wireless 

communication technologies are depicted in Figure 3.1. In relation to a low-energy, 

low-cost and compact size wireless sensor node, an analytical evaluation of these 

technologies enables a choice to be made regarding feasible alternatives for 

quantitative comparison. The practical infrared transceivers can be used to achieve 

data rates of up to several Mbps. These transceivers are cheap and easy to 

integrate in a sensor node. However, their communication range is limited. In 

addition, both the sender and the receiver are required to be in the line-of-sight in 

order to achieve the desired communication. Therefore, infrared communication can 

be better suited to specific operating conditions, such as underwater 

communication etc. [167]. Among radio communication alternatives, both the 

mobile broadband and the WiMax offer data rates well above the requirements of 

the above mentioned application scenarios. However, both the cost and the power 

consumption associated with integrating these technologies into each node of a 

sensor network pose a challenge in realizing a cost effective sensor network that can 

achieve a long operational lifetime. Therefore, these technologies can be better 

suited to interconnecting physically dispersed wireless networks [168]-[169].  

On the other hand, the typical cost, power consumption, and coverage of the 

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, in particular, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and ZigBeee, 

apparently appears to be promising in realizing low-power and low-cost nodes 
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Figure 3.1 Standard based wireless communication technologies 
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communicating over a short range. A comparison of these three standards is given 

in Table 3.1. In terms of real-time continuous monitoring, among these three 

standards, it is only the Wi-Fi that offers the data rates required for the vibration 

and image-based applications as discussed above. However, given the actual 

throughput of typical Wi-Fi transceivers in real environments, in particular in 

industrial environments where several interferences are present, the real time data 

transmission could be challenging for data intensive applications [170]-[171]. 

Nevertheless, in a similar manner to typical WSN applications, many data 

intensive applications may be operated in a duty-cycle manner so as to conserve 

power, and thus, it is motivating to include Wi-Fi, ZigBee and Bluetooth for 

evaluating architectures. Furthermore, the low-power consumption of the wireless 

transceivers for these standards would enable to assess the energy efficiency of in-

sensor processing architectures.  

3.1.2 In-sensor processing 

In this section, the in-sensor processing is analyzed so as to obtain the 

performance and energy consumption related results. The results are then 

evaluated with regards to different architectural alternative, including raw-data 

transmission. 

3.1.2.1 In-sensor processing for vibration-based monitoring 

In relation to vibration-based condition monitoring and analysis, the 

vibration data processing algorithm shown in Figure 3.2 is realized on three in-

sensor processing architectures. The processing algorithm comprises of a number of 

Table 3.1 A comparison of different parameters for ZigBee, BLE and Wi-Fi 

Standard ZigBee BLE Wi-Fi 

IEEE Specs 802.15.4 802.15.1 802.11 b/g/n 

Frequency spectrum 868/915 MHz; 2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz; 5 GHz 

Topology Star, mesh, cluster 

tree 

Star, point-to-point Start, point-to-point 

Network size 65536 Not defined 32 

Data rate (Mbsps) 0.02 – 0.25 1 11/ 54/600 

System resources 4 kB – 32 kB - 1 MB+ 

Range (m) < 100 < 50  < 100 

Number of channels 1;10;16 40 11-14 ( only three are 

orthogonal ) 

Security 128-AES 128-AES SSID 
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signal processing functions so as to compute the meaningful information. At data 

acquisition stage high-resolution (i.e. 16-bits) vibration data for tri-axes (horizontal, 

vertical and axial axes) is acquired at a high sampling rate of 50 kHz. During the 

pre-processing stage, the raw vibration data is converted into acceleration. 

Following on from that, time domain acceleration data is filtered using a low-pass 

Finite Impulse Response (FIR). This enables high frequency content in the 

vibration data to be removed while relaxing the design requirements of the analog 

anti-aliasing filter. The realized filter has the following specifications: filter order of 

130, cut-off frequency of 20 kHz, transition band of 20 kHz to 22 kHz, pass band 

ripple of 0.001 dB, and stop band attenuation of -92 dB. The above mentioned 

transition band was chosen in accordance with the specifications of the transducer 

used. In addition to the FIR filter, a hamming window because of its high 

performance and relatively low computational complexity characteristics was used 

to minimize the spectral leakage in following Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 

Following on from this windowing, power spectrum is computed using FFT. As an 

FFT of an N-point real data produces duplicate information in the frequency 

spectrum thus, only       output points were used for further processing. In the 

analysis stage (also called spectrum processing in our articles), a commonly used 

vibration analysis method of comparing the currently computed frequency spectra 

with a predefined threshold level and a spectrum obtained during a normal 

operating condition of the machine is opted. For this comparison, three different 

amounts of resultant information are generated so as to analyze the performance 

and energy consumption of the architecture under evaluation. The resultant 

information to be transmitted varies from low (1 byte for each axes) to medium 

(N-bits per spectrum) and to full spectrum at high-resolution. These spectrum 

analyses leading to these three variations in resultant information are abbreviated 

as 1BPA, NbPA, and FSPA, respectively, for the later reference. In the final phase 

of wireless vibration monitoring and analysis, the results are transmitted through a 

wireless transceiver.  

For the in-sensor processing, three architectures based on a sequential 

processor consisting of a micro-controller, a high-performance processing unit 

consisting of an FPGA and combination of both are realized. In addition, a simple 

architecture supporting only raw-data transmission was realized to relate the 

performance and energy consumption of in-sensor processing architectures. A 

graphical depiction of these architecture showing integrated modules and the data 

flow are given in Figure 3.3. In these architectures, the Sensing Subsystem is 

comprised of accelerometer sensors, anti-aliasing filters and ADCs. For realizing 

vibration data processing algorithm in a micro-controller based architecture, a 
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Figure 3.2 Vibration data processing algorithm and data flow 
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wireless embedded platform, SETNIO32 developed at Mid Sweden University is 

used. The SENTIO32 comprises a 32-bit micro-controller, AVR32UC3B and the 

IEEE 802.15.4 complaint radio transceiver, CC2530. The FPGA related tasks are 

verified on a commercially available evaluation board, SP605 that integrates 

Spartan 6 FPGA, XC6SLX45. This FPGA consists of large quantity of logic 

resources than required for the vibration data processing algorithm and the 

evaluation board does not facilitate measurement of power consumption. The 

power consumption was obtained for the XC6SLX16 FPGA that provides sufficient 

resources for this application using Xilinx’s power analysis tool, XPower. In 

addition, the power consumption of micro-controller and radio transceiver was 

measured using SENTIO32. For other modules such as memory, the specification 

provided in the datasheet by their manufacturer was used to estimate the overall 

power consumption of each architecture. The detailed hardware specifications of 

these architectures, including the performance and power-consumption of each 

module, can be found in paper II that is included at the end of this thesis. Based 

on power consumption and execution obtained for each individual functional task 

for the corresponding hardware unit, all architectures were modelled to analyze the 

performance and energy consumption. 

(a) Sensing 
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Micro-controller

Radio 

transceiver

(b)

Memory

(c)

Timer Flash

(d)

Sensing 

subsystem
Micro-controller
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transceiver
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Figure 3.3  Architectures explored (a) architecture I for raw data transmission (b) architecture II: 

Micro-controller based architecture (c) architecture III: FPGA based architecture (d) architecture 

IV combines a micro-controller and an FPGA in a vibration analyzer 
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The performance and energy consumption of all of the architectures is 

analyzed in relation to a sampling frequency of 50 kHz. The choice of the sampling 

frequency was made as per the following two reasons. Firstly, to observe the 

bottleneck associated with high-sample rate vibration data monitoring. Secondly, as 

it satisfies the Nyquist’s criteria to acquire vibration data from a maximum 

bandwidth MEMS accelerator available in the market.  

In architecture I, the vibration data from three accelerometers representing 

horizontal, vertical and axial vibration, was acquired and transmitted to a nearby 

node using the IEEE 802.15.4 communication protocol. In architecture II, the 

acquired vibration data is processed in the micro-controller before transmitting the 

final results. Unlike architecture II in which vibration data is processed in a 

sequential manner, in architecture III the data processing for all three axes was 

performed in parallel. In architecture IV, the data acquisition and results 

transmission were performed by the micro-controller. However, once the required 

number of data samples were buffered in the micro-controller, the FPGA was 

activated to process that data. Unlike architectures I, II, and IV, in which the 

micro-controller was used to perform control specific operations including the power 

management, in architecture III, an external timer was assumed to power up the 

FPGA for duty-cycle operational states.  

In relation to real-time performance for the vibration data processing at a 

sampling frequency of 50 kHz, it was observed that only architectures III and IV, 

in which an FPGA is used to processes vibration data, are able to deliver the 

desired performance. In comparison to the sequential processing of architecture II, 

the performance gains in architectures III and IV were achieved due to a higher 

clock frequency (i.e. 100 MHz as compared to 60 MHz of micro-controller) and 

hardware parallelism. In addition, as shown in Figure 3.4 it was also observed that 

 

Figure 3.4  Absolute energy consumption of the architecture I, II, III and IV for vibration data of 

4096 (4k) samples 
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both the architectures III and IV also consumed less energy as compared to 

architecture II. Based on a single 2100 mA battery [172], similar to that of a 

typical AA battery in size and shape, the operational lifetimes for these 

architectures were estimated.  The achievable operational for continuous 

monitoring were 54 hours to 95 hours thus, enabling these architectures to be used 

effectively for scenarios in which machinery is required to be monitored 

continuously for several days. However, for intermittent monitoring such as after 

every five minute, the estimated operational lifetime was about 1.5 years for 

architectures III and IV, which can be considered quite reasonable for long term 

monitoring without frequent replacement of the batteries. 

3.1.2.2 In-sensor processing for image-based monitoring 

In order to evaluate the performance and energy consumption for in-sensor 

processing of image-based monitoring applications, it was observed that the results 

of an existing study [173], dealing with the implementation of a wireless sensor 

node for image-based particle characterization in fluid, could serve the purpose and 

thus, be used to avoid costs associated with design and development of these 

architectural alternatives. In this study, architectural evaluation is conducted for 

an image-based wireless sensor node aimed at analyzing the presence of foreign 

particles in the oil of a hydraulic machine. The evaluation process is conducted by 

varying processing and communication loads on the targeted architecture and 

observing the associated energy consumption so as to find a balanced amount of 

processing and communication load for the in-sensor processing and wireless 

transmission.  

The different processing tasks on the basis of which the evaluation was 

conducted are shown in Figure 3.5. For an image of 640x400 pixels resolution 

acquired using Micron Imaging camera MT9V032, the minimum number of 

processing tasks performed on the sensor node include pre-processing and 
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Figure 3.5 Image processing tasks and their data flow, as used for evaluation [173] 
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segmentation before transmitting the result using the radio transceiver. In the pre-

processing, a previously acquired background image is loaded from the flash 

memory and then subtracted from the current image frame so as to highlight 

particles. Following on from pre-processing, based on fixed thresholding, 

segmentation is performed to distinguish mutually exclusive connected regions.  

Other alternatives (called “partition strategies”) reported in the study include 

various combinations of transmitting both the compressed data after morphology 

and bubble removal operations and un-compressed data after labelling, 

classification and bubble removal operations. The morphological operation, realized 

through erosion followed by a dilation operation, is performed to remove small 

(represented by one or two pixel) objects. In the bubble remove process, air 

bubbles present in an image are first identified mainly based on their movement 

and then removed from the image. During the labelling stage, connection regions 

are assigned unique identifiers so as to extract features. After feature extraction, 

objects are classified according to area, intensity and/or position. In the case of 

compression, the bi-level compression scheme ITUT-G4 is reported for the 

evaluation study.  

The target hardware architecture includes an ACTEL’s flash-based FPGA, 

AGL600V5, for processing image data in the sensor node. The power consumption 

is estimated mainly based on this FPGA. However, the partition strategies for 

which the above mentioned FPGA does not offer the required resources, the 

(dynamic) power estimation is based on Xilinx Spartan 6 XC6SLX9. The power 

consumption associated with that micro-controller and radio transceiver is the same 

as that of SENTIO32.  

In comparison to processing fewer tasks on the sensor node and transmitting 

resultant information using the IEEE 802.15.4 compatible radio transceiver, 

CC2520, processing all of the required tasks (ABCDEFG as shown in Figure 3.5) 

on an FPGA, resulted in a much higher performance, i.e. number of frames 

processed per second. In addition, the energy consumption estimates show that the 

processing of all the required tasks in wireless sensor node is also highly energy 

efficient. The minimum energy consumption, 7.19 mJ resulted in processing of all 

the required tasks in the sensor node among all of the alternative partition 

strategies.  

3.2 Evaluation of in-sensor processing vs. raw data 
transmission architectures 

In order to evaluate the performance and energy consumption associated 

with in-sensor processing of the above mentioned applications in comparison with 

that of raw-data transmission using ZigBee, Bluetooth low-energy and Wi-Fi, the 

typical data rates of the these communication, as shown in Table 3.2 are assumed. 
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This is done to ensure that if the performance obtained with in-sensor processing is 

better, as compared to that of the raw data transmission using ideal channel 

conditions, then, it would certainly be in practical conditions that typically involve 

several interferences.  

Regarding energy consumption, the parameters listed in the manufacturer’s 

datasheet for the selected representative chipset of these communication 

technologies, as shown in Table 3.2, is used. In the energy estimation for a given 

amount of data transmission, it is assumed that two nodes, a wireless sensor node 

and a base station are equipped with compatible transceivers that enable maximum 

data rates. In addition to the wireless sensor node transmitting at the maximum 

allowable data rate and packet size, it is also assumed that the base station 

acknowledges the reception of the data using a minimum allowable packet size, and 

there is no packet loss between the two devices.  

3.2.1 Performance based evaluation 

In the case of continuous monitoring involving raw data transmission for the 

above mentioned vibration and image-based monitoring applications, the 

transmission data rate of 2.4 Mbps is required. It should be noted that for the 

image-based monitoring application, the data rate is highly dependent upon the 

number of frames captured per second. The above mentioned requirement   

Table 3.2 Detailed parameters of ZigBee, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi modules used in the evaluation of in-

sensor processing and raw data transmission 

Standard ZigBee Bluetooth Wi-Fi 

Chipset (CC2520) (CC2540) (CC3000) 

Operating Voltage (V) 3.0 3.0 3.6 

 

Current 

consumption 

Deep sleep (μA) 0.03 0.4 0.5* 

Idle mode (mA) 1.6 N.A N.A 

RX mode (mA) 18.5 15.8 92.0 

TX mode ( mA) 25.8 21.0 190.0 

Sleep to TX/RX time (ms) 0.5 0.5 60* 

Connection time (ms) 15 400 4000 

Data rate (Mbps) 0.25 1 54 

Data packet size (bytes) 127 47 2346 

Maximum payload size (bytes) 102 37 2312 

Ack. packet size (bytes) 11 10** 14 

*Shut-down ; **Data PDU without payload 
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corresponds to the assumption that only one frame, of 640x400 pixels, per second is 

sufficient for this application. By analyzing the typical data rates of the ZigBee, 

BLE, and Wi-Fi, as given in Table 3.2, it can be observed that only the Wi-Fi 

could potentially deliver the required transmission rate. Therefore, we analyze the 

power consumption of the Wi-Fi to that of in-sensor processing of the above 

mentioned application for continuous monitoring. 

The maximum power consumption of any architectural alternative pertaining 

to vibration-based monitoring application is 127.3 mW. In the case of image-based 

monitoring application, the power consumption associated with processing all of the 

required tasks in the sensor node is about 360 mW, in which about 160 mW 

corresponds to the camera, and the remainder being divided among the FPGA, 

radio transceiver and the micro-controller used for controlling the radio transceiver. 

For the Wi-Fi transceiver, which we assume that most of the time is in transmit 

mode due to the large amount of data for transmission as compared to the 

receiving mode listening for acknowledgement, consumes more than 680 mW (190 

mA x 3.6 V). It should also be noted that this power consumption does not include 

a controller required to acquire data from the camera and to control the Wi-Fi 

transceiver. With this comparison, we observe that none of three communication 

technologies are more efficient in realizing the data intensive monitoring 

applications in a continuous operational mode. 

The lifetime of the above mentioned applications, when operated 

continuously, could last from few days to several weeks, depending upon the 

capacity a nominal sized battery. Therefore, in most of data and computation 

intensive applications it would be desirable to monitor the desired parameters at a 

regular interval, typically in a much higher frequency than a manual logging, so as 

to avoid replacing battery too often. This is particularly important to the wireless 

sensor node deployed in hard to reach places as well as non-stationary parts of 

industrial equipment. In such an intermittent monitoring scenario, in addition to 

Wi-Fi, both the ZigBee and BLE could be used to transmit raw data. However, in 

this case the most important parameter to evaluate in-sensor processing with raw 

data transmission is the energy consumption. 

3.2.2 Energy consumption based evaluation 

As opposed to continuous monitoring, in the case of monitoring at a specified 

regular interval, i.e. applying duty-cycling, a sensor node remains active only 

during the time of actual monitoring (i.e. data acquisition, processing and result 

transmission) and is otherwise switched to a sleep state so as to conserve power. 

This typically enables the power consumption to be reduced from hundreds of milli-

watts in active state to tens of micro-watts in sleep state. Given the low-power 

consumption during sleep state and relatively long sleep interval, for example, for 

the above mentioned applications it could be from few minutes to several hours, we 
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assume that the overall energy consumption during sleep state in case of either raw 

data transmission or in-sensor processing is comparable. And therefore, it is the 

energy consumption during active state which should be analyzed for quantitative 

analysis. 

In relation to a wireless sensor node that conserves energy by operating in 

duty-cycle manner, upon every wakeup it is required to establish a connection for a 

successful transmission. Therefore, it is important to include both the energy 

consumed during actual data transfer as well as that in establishing a connection 

for comparative analysis. From the parameters given in Table 3.2, it is evident that 

in terms of energy consumption per bit, the Wi-Fi results in the minimum 

consumption whereas, ZigBee consumes the maximum. However, energy 

consumption during connection establishment process and the amount of data to be 

transmitted plays an important role in the overall energy consumption. This can be 

observed in Figure 3.6, in which the energy consumption for a given data includes 

both the energy consumed in establishing the connection and the energy consumed 

in actual data transmission. From this figure, we observe that the ZigBee better 

suits when a small amount of data is to be transmitted, i.e. up to 500 bytes. The 

Wi-Fi, on the other hand, consumes the least amount of energy so as to transmit 

800 kB or more data. For a wide range of data transmission i.e. 500 bytes to 800 

kB, the BLE results in an energy efficient solution. 

In order to evaluate the energy consumption associated with raw-data 

transmission to that of the in-sensor processing, we need to have an amount of data 

that is monitored during each active phase. In the case of vibration-based condition 

monitoring, we observe the one data set of 4096 samples for three axis vibration of 

16-bits resolution for which, the minimum amount of data is 24 kB. However, in 

practical applications, often several data sets, typically four to six, are analyzed so 

as to assess the condition of machinery. Therefore, the data size could grow to 

 

Figure 3.6 Energy consumption of the ZigBee, BLE and Wi-Fi in relation to different data loads 
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more than 100 kB. In the case of image-based particle characterization application, 

two to three frames are often sufficient to generate a background image and to 

analyze the particles, including the moving air bubbles. Therefore, with each frame 

of 256 kB, the amount of data to be transmitted is more than 750 kB.  

For quantitative comparison, the energy consumption associated with in-

sensor processing and raw data transmission using ZigBee, BLE or Wi-Fi is 

depicted in Figure 3.7. In this figure, the energy consumption of 9.4 mJ for the 

processing of a single vibration data set is extrapolated for up to six data sets. This 

enables a comparison to be made of in-sensor processing with raw data 

transmission for a data size of practical importance. In a similar manner, an energy 

consumption of 6.47 mJ [173], which corresponds to in-sensor processing of a single 

image frame, is used for the comparison. From this comparison, it can be observed 

that the in-sensor processing architectures for both the data and computation 

intensive vibration monitoring applications result in an energy efficient solution as 

compared to that for the raw data transmission.  

 

 

Figure 3.7 Energy consumption for the in-sensor processing in relation to that of raw data 

transmission using ZigBee, BLE and Wi-Fi 
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4 Feasibility Study of an SRAM-
based FPGA for Duty-Cycle 

Applications 

The architecture exploration and evaluation presented in chapter 3 suggest 

that by employing architectures that enable in-sensor processing, an energy 

efficient solution is achieved for data and computation intensive monitoring 

applications. Regarding the choice of the processing unit for the in-sensor 

processing, there are several alternatives, as shown in Figure 4.1 that can be 

considered. Each of these has different pros and cons and therefore, should be 

analyzed in relation to energy efficient, cost-effective and generic wireless sensor 

node architecture. 

4.1 Processing resources for in-sensor processing  

Based on the design effort and associated cost, especially the non-recurring 

engineering (NRE) cost, the potential processing technologies for the in-sensor 

processing are divided into ASIC and non-ASIC categories, and are described in the 

following.    

Technologies for 

processing unit 

ASIC

General purpose

Non-ASIC

Micro-

controller
CPU

Specialized

GPU DSP

Configurable 

Hardware

CPLD FPGA

 

Figure 4.1 The different technological alternatives for s processing unit of a wireless sensor node 
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4.1.1 ASIC  

In relation to other off-the shelf processing resources, an application specific 

integrated chip (ASIC) based processing unit can achieve the highest performance 

with minimum energy consumption. However, the design and development cost of 

an ASIC is highest in comparison to other alternatives, especially when considering 

a small to moderate volume production, which is most likely the case for an 

architecture targeting data and computation intensive applications. In addition, the 

time to market, despite the availability of several intellectual properties (IPs), is 

highest as it requires rigorous design, development and test efforts. In addition to 

high cost and long time to market, an ASIC solution, typically developed with 

design goals of a particular application, does not enable post development 

modifications so as to realize different applications. Therefore, in relation to a 

wireless sensor node that is aimed at a wide variety of data and computation 

intensive applications, as opposed to a particular application, ASIC does not 

appear to be a feasible solution.  

4.1.2 Non-ASICs 

Most low-end processors, such as micro-controllers that are typically used 

embedded applications are low-power and low-cost, however, their performance,   

typically measured in terms of operating frequency, is limited to a few MHz. In 

relation to an energy efficient wireless sensor node for data and computation 

intensive applications, the processing performance and the memory of such micro-

controllers is not sufficient and therefore, can be excluded from the list of possible 

candidates for in-sensor processing.  

General purpose processors, those used in computers, provide the means to 

design and develop applications cost effectively in high-level languages. Among 

these, the multi-core processors, which are commonly used in computers nowadays, 

enable multiple threads/processes to be executed in parallel to achieve high-

performance. In addition, these also provide the means to adapt to different clock 

frequencies and voltage levels (a.k.a as dynamic voltage scaling, DVS) so as to 

optimize performance and power consumption. Despite the above mentioned power 

optimizing features, the power consumption for most of these processors varies from 

tens of watts to hundred of watts [175]. Integrating such a device in a wireless 

sensor node would require special current and heat related arrangements in order to 

use them at full capacity. Given the concerns regarding both the size and power 

consumption of a wireless sensor node, a general purpose processor based 

accelerator might not be an appropriate choice for a generic wireless sensor node 

architecture.  

Both the graphic processing units (GPUs) and digital signal processors 

(DSPs) are programmable processors that are designed for particular application 
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domains. For example, the GPUs, as their name suggests, are designed to enable 

efficient processing of graphics related operations in computers. In a similar 

manner, the DSPs are optimized to design signal processing applications more 

efficiently. Therefore, incorporating either a GPU or DSP in a wireless sensor node 

targeted to a wide application area involving different algorithms to be processed, 

does not seem a promising option.  

The configurable hardware such as complex programmable logic devices 

(CPLDs) and reconfigurable programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are equipped with 

basic hardware logic gates that can be configured so as to realize the desired 

functionality in hardware. In addition to basic logic gates, most of these devices, in 

particular FPGAs, include memory, specialized hardware units such as multiply-

and-accumulate (MAC) and phase-lock-loops (PLLs) that are often desirable in 

realizing complex and computation intensive algorithms to achieve desired 

performance metrics. In comparison to general purpose processors, GPUs and 

DSPs, the FPGAs enable each process of an algorithm to be realized to a hardware 

structure, i.e. sequential, pipelined and/or parallel hardware that results in high-

performance and least energy consumption [176]. Comparing the design complexity 

in terms of the traditional method of specifying a design in register transfer level 

(RTL) levels, FPGAs can be considered highly complex in comparison with general 

purpose processor, GPUs and DSPs. The ASIC is however an exception, as it 

requires the highest design effort and takes the longest time to market. However, 

with the availability of wide range of IPs and design tools enabling abstraction 

level synthesis, the design time and cost of FPGA-based design has greatly 

improved. In addition to better performance and power consumption as compared 

to CPUs, GPUs and DSPs, and less design efforts than that of the ASICs, an 

FPGA-based accelerator, providing the means to be reconfigured to adapt to 

different applications and their requirements is the most promising solution in 

relation to a high-performance and low-energy wireless sensor node. 

 

In relation to integrating an FPGA in an embedded system, it is the static 

random access memory (SRAM) based FPGAs that are commonly used [178]-[185]. 

This is mainly because these FPGAs not only offer embedded resources such as 

block RAM and Multiply-and-Accumulate (MAC) units in addition to basic logic 

cells, but they are typically built on a relatively more advance semiconductor 

technology as compared to their re-configurable counterparts such as flash-based 

FPGAs and therefore, provide a better performance [186]. However, their relatively 

high static power consumption, as compared to the flash-based FPGAs, is often 

considered as a limiting their potential advantages in battery-powered embedded 

systems, in particular in wireless sensor nodes. In addition, dynamic power 

management and duty-cycling techniques [187]-[188] that can be applied to 

conserve static power when an FPGA is idle are typically limited by the energy 

consumption associated with the resulting re-configuration process. It is the re-
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configuration process and the associated energy consumption of SRAM-based 

FPGAs that most researchers use as supporting augments for excluding these 

FPGAs for wireless sensor nodes, in particular for those that are expected to 

operate in a duty-cycle manner. In the remainder of the chapter, the feasibility of 

an SRAM-based FPGA is analyzed in relation to duty-cycle applications.  

In a duty-cycle mode of operation, a wireless sensor node periodically 

performs the required task(s) for a short period of time, τ, in relation to the total 

time period, T. During time period (T-τ), which is called inactive duration in this 

thesis, all integrated modules can be switched to appropriate low-power mode. In 

relation to an wireless sensor node that integrates an FPGA, the effective energy 

conservation that can be achieved by means of dynamic power management and 

duty-cycling depends on the energy consumption during sleep, power-off, sleep-to-

active, and power-off-to-active states and, is typically dictated by a number of 

factors related to an FPGA in use and are discussed in the next section.  

4.2 FPGAs for duty-cycle applications 

In an FPGA-based wireless sensor node that is targeted to achieve high-

performance, re-configurability, low-cost, compact size, and low-power 

consumption, the choice of an FPGA plays a crucial role. The factors that influence 

the choice include the size of an FPGA in terms of logic resources, the underlying 

technology, availability of low-power states and, support for easy and fast 

development of hardware and software. 

In terms of logic resources, modern FPGAs typically consist of logic 

cells/elements (i.e. look-up tables, flip-flops, etc.), memory buffers, and embedded 

logic units such as multipliers, circuitry for synthesizing different clock frequencies, 

etc. As the number of logic resources in an FPGA has an impact on cost, physical 

size and power consumption, it is important to choose an FPGA with the right 

amount of resources so that, for a given set of applications, an integrated FPGA 

results in both an optimal logic resource utilization and power consumption. For an 

FPGA-based generic wireless sensor node targeting computation intensive 

applications, the actual type and amount of logic resources required to synthesize 

are expected to vary with underlying applications. However, to provide an 

indication to the readers, a list of major resources and their utilization regarding 

potential applications for this architecture as found in published literature [178]-

[179] and [182]-[185] is complied in Table 4.1.  

In addition to logic resources, the underlying technology of an FPGA also 

affects the performance, power-consumption, re-configurability, cost etc. and 

therefore, requires equal consideration in the selection of an FPGA. In relation to 

technology, modern FPGAs can be classified into three major categories, anti-fuse, 

flash, and SRAM-based FPGAs, and different pros and cons are associated with 
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each category. Unlike anti-fuse FPGAs, both the flash and the SRAM-based 

FPGAs can be configured multiple times and thus, can be integrated in a generic 

embedded system in order to realize different applications. Therefore, we restrict 

our discussion to only these two categories. The major difference in these two 

categorizes is the manner in which the configuration data is stored in the device. In 

flash-based FPGAs, the configuration data is stored in flash memory cells and is 

retained even when power to the FPGA is turned-off. On the other hand, the 

configuration data in SRAM-based FPGAs is stored in SRAM cells and is lost 

when the power is turned-off. Therefore, a SRAM-based FPGA is required to be re-

configured each time the power is turned-on. In relation to dynamic power 

management and duty-cycling in which the power supply to an FPGA is turned-off 

so as to conserve energy, a flash-based FPGA is likely to result in a shorter power-

off-to-active transition time and the associated energy consumption. However, 

typical SRAM-based FPGAs not only offer additional embedded resources such as 

block RAM, and MAC units, but are built on relatively more advanced 

semiconductor process technology as compared to their contemporary flash-based 

counterparts, and thus provide a better performance [186].  

  In order to choose a reconfigurable, low-cost, and low-power FPGA that 

consists of ample amount of resources as described in Table 4.1, there are a number 

of FPGAs from different vendors that can be considered. However, at present, both 

in terms of volume and revenue, the Xilinx and the Actel are the leading 

manufacturers of the SRAM and flash-based FPGAs, respectively and therefore, 

provided the motivation to study the FPGAs from these two manufacturers. The 

Spartan-6 is a low-power and low-cost family of Xilinx’s SRAM-based FPGAs, 

whereas the IGLOO family can be associated with the same attributes among the 

Actel’s flash-based FPGAs. Among the Spartan-6 FPGAs, it is the XC6SLX16 that 

has the desired amount of resources as given in Table 4.1 and therefore, it is used 

to investigate the energy consumption in relation to duty-cycling applications. 

Among the Actel’s IGLOO family, it is the AGL1000V2 that provides a similar 

amount of resources as compared to that of the XC6SLX16 and therefore, we find 

it interesting to investigate its energy consumption so as to compare the SRAM-

based FPGA with the flash-based FPGA.  

Table 4.1 Type of logic resources and their utilization in realizing certain monitoring applications on 

FPGAs 

Resource Type Four –Input Look-

up Tables 

Flip-Flops Dedicated RAM 

(kb) 

Multipliers (18x18 

bits) 

Number of 

resources used 

7000 to          

11000 

   2800 to   

6900 

  24 to                                                    

300 

4 to                               

35 
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4.3 Operating conditions and measurement 
procedure used for the feasibility study 

In order to study the feasibility of the SRAM-based FPGA for duty-cycle 

applications, the experiments are conducted using real hardware. The hardware 

system comprises of the FPGA, a micro-controller and a flash memory. The FPGA 

is enabled to be completely powered-off, in addition to be switched to its built-in 

sleep state. As shown in Figure 4.2, in order to monitor the state of the FPGA and 

assert the necessary control signal, a micro-controller is used. The built-in sleep 

state of the FPGA, which is called the ‘suspend state’ in relation to this FPGA, is 

activated by de-asserting the SUSPEND input signal of the FPGA. When the 

FPGA is in the suspend state, the micro-controller de-asserts this signal to switch 

it back to the active state. The micro-controller monitors the AWAKE signal, 

which is asserted by the FPGA when it is ready to perform the desired operations. 

In order to switch the FPGA to the power-off state, the power-supplies to the 

FPGA that are VCCINT (1.2V), VCCAUX (3.3V) and VCCIO (3.3V) are turned-

off. It was only the FPGA’s core that was powered through the 1.2 V voltage 

regulator, therefore, in order to turn-off the 1.2 V supply to the FPGA, the 

regulator was disabled. On the other hand, the 3.3 V is supplied to the micro-

controller in addition to FPGA, therefore, P-type power MOSFET transistors, as 

shown in Figure 4.2, are used to turn-off VCCAUX and VCCIO of the FPGA.  

The typical current drawn by the P-type transistor is 1 μA, and can 

typically be turned-on and off in 1 μs and 3 μs, respectively. It should be noted that 

Figure 4.2 is included to show a simplified implementation view related to the 

suspend and power-off state and therefore, does not include pull-up/pull-down 
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IO-PIN
ENABLE/
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1.2V Voltage Regulator
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PROGRAM

DONE
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state control signals

 

Figure 4.2  A simplified depiction of implementation details related to the suspend and power-off 

state 
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circuits etc. that are required to provide a stable operation. In order to switch the 

FPGA back to the active state from power-off state, the micro-controller enables 

the 1.2 V voltage regulator, turns-on the MOSFET and then asserts the 

PROGRAM signal such that the FPGA can load the configuration data from the 

associated flash memory. Then FPGA then loads the configuration from the 

associated flash memory. When the configuration is completed and the FPGA is 

ready to operate, it asserts the DONE signal. 

The timing and power consumption parameters that are presented in this 

paper, in relation to the SRAM-based FPGA, are all measured from real hardware 

design. The power consumption is measured by recording the current drawn 

through a 3.6 V main power source for the experimental hardware. The parameters 

associated with the flash-based FPGA, AGL1000V2 are extracted from the 

manufacturer’s specifications and the software tools (LiberoIDE) provided by the 

manufacturer. The power consumption for the AGL1000V2 presented in the results 

corresponds to the power supply voltage of 1.2 V and 3.3 V for the core and IOs, 

respectively. 

4.4 Energy efficiency of SRAM-based FPGA for 
duty-cycle applications 

The typical static power consumption of the SRAM FPGA, XC6SLX16 is 24 

mW. In order to conserve static power during idle state, it can be switched to the 

suspend state. During the suspend state, the FPGA maintains all the design states 

and the configurations data while reducing the static power consumption to a lower 

level. The average power consumption measured during the suspend state is about 

11 mW, which corresponds to more than a 50% reduction as compared to that of 

the idle state. The important feature of this state is that the FPGA can be 

switched to the suspend state in less than 14 ns, and back to active state in less 

than 20 μs. With this short transition time to and from the suspend state, it is 

possible to conserve energy by frequently switching the FPGA to the suspend state.  

Based on this fast transition time and a more than 50% reduction in power 

consumption, the suspend state can be an ideal option to conserve energy when the 

FPGA is idle for short durations. However, for longer durations that are typically 

associated with duty-cycle applications, the power consumption of 11 mW can lead 

to the wasting of a valuable amount of energy. For example, if the FPGA is 

switched to the suspend state for 5 minutes, the resulting energy consumption is 

3.6 joules, which can otherwise be used to perform certain other functions. 

Therefore, when the FPGA is idle for long durations it is better to switch it to the 

power-off state so as to minimize the energy consumption. However, by switching 

the FPGA to power-off state, all the design states and the configuration data are 

lost. As a consequence, on the next power-up, the FPGA requires to be re-
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configured by loading the configuration data (bit stream) from the associated non-

volatile memory.  

The SRAM FPGA is configured through a serial peripheral interface (SPI) 

interface with a selectable data bus width of single, dual and quad-bits and a 

maximum transfer rate of 66 MHz. In order to achieve a fast configuration time for 

the FPGA, a non-volatile memory that provides quad SPI interface and an 

operating frequency of upto 85 MHz is used. In an uncompressed format, a 

configuration time of 15.16 ms is recorded for loading the bit stream of 3,731,264 

bits from the associated non-volatile memory to the FPGA. During this 

configuration process, the SPI bus width and configuration speed were set to quad-

mode and 66 MHz, respectively. In order to further minimize the configuration 

time, the FPGA can also be configured using a compressed bit-stream. However, 

the size of such a bit-stream depends on the synthesized application and therefore, 

results in an application dependent configuration time. It should be noted that 

during the power-off-to-active state, an additional delay of about 8 ms, apart from 

the actual configuration time, was measured. This delay corresponds to the time at 

which the power to the FPGA is turned-on to the instant at which it becomes 

ready to load the bit stream and, thus, leads to the power-off-to-active time to 23.5 

ms. 

During the power-off-to-active state, the instantaneous current drawn from a 

3.6 V power source is shown in Figure 4.3. It should be noted that during the 

configuration process, both the FPGA and the flash memory are ON and therefore, 

the current drawn corresponds to both of these modules. Upon power-up, the 

FPGA causes the instantaneous current to exceed a little over 1 A. The average 

current consumption during power-off-to-active state is measured to be 30.3 mA, 

which leads to the energy consumption of 2.56 mJ in relation to the power-off-to-

active of the FPGA. This, in other words, means that the FPGA should only be 

switched to power-off state if the energy conserved is more than 2.56 mJ. The 

 

Figure 4.3 Instantaneous current consumption during power-off-to-active state of the FPGA 
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resulting duration for which the energy conservation is more than 2.56 mJ is 82.5 

ms or more. The results relating to different states of the FPGA are also 

summarized in Table 4.2. 

In order to compare the effective energy conservation that can be achieved 

by switching the FPGA to the suspend and power-off state in relation to that of 

idle state, the percentage energy conservation for a wide range of inactive duration 

is shown in Figure 4.4. For a given inactive duration, the energy conservation 

corresponds to the ratio of the energy consumption during the idle state and the 

suspend state or the power-off state. The energy consumption corresponding to the 

suspend and the power-off state also includes the energy consumed to switch the 

be switched to the suspend or power-off state. However, for an inactive duration of 

38 μs to 235 ms, switching the FPGA to the suspend state results in more energy 

conservation as compared to the power-off state. This is mainly due to the short 

transition time to/from the suspend state. On the other hand, for an inactive 

duration longer than 235 ms, it is the power-off state that results in the maximum 

energy conservation. 

Table 4.2 Average power consumption, switching time, and energy consumption during different states 

of the SRAM-based FPGA 

 Idle state Suspended 

state 

Power-off 

state 

Power-off-to-active 

state 

Average power cons. 24 mW 11 mW 0 109 mW 

Time required to switch the 

FPGA to  

- 14 ns < 10 ns 23.5 ms 

Energy consumption Time 

dependent 

Time 

dependent 

0 2.56 mJ 

 

Figure 4.4 Percentage energy conservation during the suspend and power-off state in relation to idle 

mode 
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The typical static power consumption of the flash-based FPGA is 75 μW 

[189]. This FPGA can also be switched to a low-power state, known as the 

FlashFreeze state. The typical power consumption during this state is 50 μW and, 

the time required to enter and exit from the FlashFreeze state is about 1 μs.  The 

energy consumption of both the flash and SRAM FPGAs for different inactive 

durations is shown in Figure 4.5. For a given inactive duration, the energy 

consumption of the flash FPGA corresponds to the energy consumed during the 

FlashFreeze state and during switching the FPGA to FlashFreeze state and back to 

active state. The energy consumption of the SRAM FPGA corresponds to that of 

the suspend state for inactive duration of up to 235 ms, and to the power-off state 

for durations longer than 235 ms. From Figure 4.5, we can observe that for an 

inactive duration of 100 μs to 10 ms, the difference in energy consumption between 

the two FPGAs is negligible. After 10 ms, the energy consumption associated with 

SRAM FPGA increases and leads to a maximum difference of 2.4 mJ at an inactive 

duration of 234 ms. However, with an inactive duration of 235 ms or more, the 

energy consumption of the SRAM-based FPGA remains almost constant whereas 

the energy consumption associated with the flash-based FPGA tends to increase. 

For an inactive duration of more than 54 seconds, the energy consumption of the 

flash-based FPGA exceeds that of the SRAM-based FPGA. 

For the results shown in Figure 4.5, the flash-based FPGA was switched to 

the FlashFreeze state during which it consumed 50 μW and therefore, it can be 

argued that the power supply to the flash-based FPGA can also be turned-off so as 

to minimize the energy consumption associated with the flash-based FPGA. 

However, it should be noted that the time required for the power-off-to-active state 

and the associated the energy consumption is more than that of switching the 

 

Figure 4.5 Energy consumption of XC6SLX16 and AGL1000V2 during low-power states for a range 

of inactive durations during which these FPGAs can be switched to their respective low-power 
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flash-based FPGA from FlashFreeze to the active state. This means that by 

switching the flash-based FPGA to the power-off state, the maximum energy 

conserved in relation to the SRAM-based FPGA is likely to be less.  

In relation to an equivalent flash FPGA, AGL1000V2 that consumes 50 μW 

during its low-power state, we observe that by switching the SRAM FPGA to the 

suspend and power-off states, its energy consumption is almost equivalent to that 

for an inactive duration less than 100 ms. On the other hand, for an inactive 

duration greater than 54 seconds, the energy consumption associated with SRAM 

FPGA is less than that of the flash FPGA. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

SRAM FPGA that provides more logic resources and a higher operating frequency 

as compared to the flash FPGA, can be used to achieve high-throughput 

computation intensive processing locally in an wireless sensor node while 

maximizing the operational lifetime through dynamic power management and duty-

cycling. 
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5 Design and Development of a 
High-performance Wireless 

Embedded Platform 

Based on the results of evaluation and feasibility study of SRAM-based 

FPGA for wireless monitoring applications, a high-performance wireless embedded 

platform, the SENTIOF (shown in Figure 5.1) is designed to enables in-sensor 

processing for data and computation intensive wireless monitoring applications. 

The design is aimed at following key characteristic so as to enable energy efficient 

architecture.  

High-Performance: In addition to sequential processing capabilities that are 

required to perform simple control, processing, and communication related tasks, 

there must be a support for hardware acceleration in order to fulfil the performance 

requirements of computation intensive high-sample rate monitoring applications. 

Low-energy: The integrated components should be operable at different clock 

frequencies so as to optimize the energy consumption for a given task. In addition, 

the design should not only provide the means to manage the energy consumption 

dynamically by switching the modules to different power states but it should also 

 

Figure 5.1 The SENTIOF platform 
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enable the power supplies of unused modules to be switched off whenever possible.   

Sensor integration: It should support easy integration of application 

dependent sensors in saving the costs by re-using the hardware and associated 

software intellectual properties (IPs) among different applications. Therefore, in 

addition to providing different voltages so as to fulfil the requirements of different 

sensors, a large number of input-output interfaces from the data acquisition and 

processing module should be provided. 

Flexibility: The sensor node should enable easy integration of sensors either 

with a basic processing unit and/or accelerator. In addition, the sensor node should 

also be enabled to allow application dependent communication between different 

modules, in particular between basic processor and accelerator.  

Small size: The compact size often serves as a major characteristic for 

deploying such a sensor node in real world applications. For a wireless sensor node 

that can be used for different applications with diverse mounting and space related 

constraints, it is highly desirable to have small dimensions. 

5.1 Architecture of the SENTIOF 

A simplified architecture of the SENTIOF, representing all major 

components and their interconnections is shown in Figure 5.2. In order to achieve 

the above mentioned characteristics, different alternatives, especially 

communication, processing and memories and their possible interconnections are 

analyzed, as discussed below, in relation to data and computation intensive 

applications.  

5.1.1 Communication transceiver 

Among several standard based communication technologies that are analyzed 

in chapter 3 as possible candidates for integrating into a wireless sensor node, we 

observed that the infrared, mobile broadband and WiMax are best suited to certain 

application dependent and environmental conditions and therefore, could be 

excluded in the list targeting a general purpose wireless sensor node. The 

quantitative evaluation of other radio based short range communication 

technologies ZigBee, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth low-energy suggest that ZigBee is the 

most energy efficient for communicating small amounts (less than 500 bytes) of 

data, which is expected to be the case because of in-sensor processing. In addition, 

the larger coverage and higher scalability of this technology is important for a cost 

effective realization in relation to the desired applications. Therefore, an IEEE 

802.15.4 compliant ZigBee transceiver, CC2520 [174], with an operational frequency 

band of 2.4 GHz - a licence free band worldwide, is integrated in the SENTIOF. 
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5.1.2 Processing unit 

Regarding the choice of processing unit, we explored different options in 

chapter 4 so as to choose an appropriate processing unit for the energy efficient 

wireless sensor node architecture. Based on the findings of this study an SRAM-

based FPGA, XC6SLX16 from Xilinx is chosen for the SENTIOF.  

Based on the results and experiences from the evaluation study that, by 

using a micro-controller the control specific operation and non-intensive processing 

can be performed in an energy efficient manner, a micro-controller is also 

integrated in the SENTIOF. For this purpose, a 32-bit micro-controller 

AVR32UC3B is integrated as it provides a great deal of optimizing performance 

and power management, and can be used to perform non-intensive processing tasks. 

This feature is used in realizing vibration-based condition monitoring as described 

in chapter 6.       

5.1.3 Memories 

In addition to the communication transceiver and a processing unit, the 

choice of the memory (with regard to type and size) is an important factor to 

achieve high-performance and low-power consumption. In particular, for a wireless 

sensor node that is expected to accumulate large amounts of raw data and partial 

results. To choose an appropriate memory type, there are two alternatives, 

dynamic random access memory (DRAM) and static random access memory 

(SRAM). A DRAM requiring regular refresh cycles so as to maintain its contents, 

consumes a higher power as compared to an equivalent sized SRAM. Therefore, in 

relation to energy efficient architecture, a SRAM is most suitable option. In 

addition to short term volatile memory, it is also important to integrate memory 

that retains its content if the power supply is switched off in order to conserve the 

energy. Therefore, a flash memory, in addition to a removable SD card is opted for 

the SENTIOF. 
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Figure 5.2 Architectural depiction of the SENTIOF 
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Based on above the discussion regarding the resources to be integrated, the 

target architecture is designed to include a micro-controller for sequential and 

control related tasks, an FPGA for computation intensive tasks, an IEEE 802.15.4 

compliant radio transceiver for communication, a SRAM for short term data and 

result buffering, and a flash and removable SD card for long term storage. A 

simplified architecture of the SENTIOF, representing all major components and 

their interconnections is shown in Figure 5.2. With the exception of the power 

source, all other components are integrated in the compact sized SENTIOF. The 

details for which are provided in the following section.  

5.2 Hardware design 

In this section, the details regarding the integrated modules, PCB design, 

and features enabling energy efficient design are discussed.  

5.2.1 Integrated modules 

Regarding the specifications of each integrated module, a 32-bit micro-

controller; ATUC3B512 is integrated based on the following reasons. Firstly, it 

provides a large memory (96 kB) that is useful for buffering acquired data before 

processing on the FPGA. Secondly, in addition to a wide range of operating 

frequencies, it provides a large number of low-power modes that are desirable in 

optimizing the power consumption for a given application. Lastly, it includes an 

extensive set of input-output (IO) interfaces that are important to connect 

application dependent sensors.   

In order to enable wireless communication in the SENTIOF, an IEEE 

802.15.4 compliant low-power radio transceiver, CC2520 is integrated in the design. 

The transceiver operates at the 2.4 GHz license free band and provides a maximum 

throughput of 250 kbps. In addition to six reconfigurable GPIOs for optional 

command and interrupt signals, the radio transceiver includes an SPI interface to 

communicate and exchange data either with the micro-controller or with the 

FPGA. The interface to both the micro-controller and the FPGA is achieved by 

means of multiplexer/de-multiplexer switches, which are controlled by the micro-

controller and are therefore, dynamically configurable. This additional flexibility 

can be exploited to optimize the performance and the power-consumption of the 

communication activity according to the requirements of an application. 

Table 5.1 Summary of Logic resources of the Spartan-6 FPGA XC6SLX16 

Logic 

Cells 

LUT  size Distributed 

RAM 

Block  RAM MAC 

units 

PLL Number of 

IOs 

14,579 6-input 136 kb 576 kb 32 2 106 
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Regarding external memory, low-power SRAM and flash memories are 

integrated in the SENTIOF. The 4 MB SRAM, CY62177DV30 provides a 16-bit 

wide data path that can either be used to perform 8 or 16 bits read and write 

operations in 55 ns. According to the manufacturer specifications, the SRAM 

typically draws 15 mA of current at its maximum operating frequency. It is 

worthwhile mentioning that the SENTIOF is designed to enable the expansion of 

the SRAM to 8 MB by replacing the above mentioned SRAM with the 

CY62187DV30. The 64 Mb of flash memory, W25Q64BV that is integrated in the 

SENTIOF can be accessed at a clock speed of 85 MHz through single, dual or quad 

serial peripheral interfaces (SPI).  

Regarding the choice of FPGA to be integrated in the SENTIOF, there are 

several factors that are considered and are explained in detail in chapter 4. By 

analyzing the logic resource requirements of typical computation intensive 

applications and the FPGAs’ characteristics such as performance, re-

configurability, cost, power-consumption, the underlying technology, availability of 

low-power states and, support for easy and fast development of hardware and 

software, a SRAM FPGA, Spartan 6 XC6SLX16 from the industry’s leading 

manufacturer, the Xilinx is integrated in the SENTIOF. The selected FPGA is 

enriched with large amount of basic logic cells, in addition to embedded resources 

such as block RAM (Random Access Memory), multiply-and-accumulator (MAC) 

units, and PLLs. A summary of these resources is given in Table 5.1. 

5.2.2 Power domains & dynamic power management 

The SENTIOF is powered by means of a single DC power source, with an 

input voltage of 3.6 V to 6 V. This DC voltage is regulated and converted to four 

different power levels in the SENTIOF as shown in Figure 5.3. In relation to these 

four power domains, the 1.2 V regulated voltage is only used to power the FPGA’s 

core as it is the only device in the SENTIOF that requires 1.2 V to operate. The 
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Figure 5.3 Power supply distribution in the SENTIOF 
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1.8 V is used to power the radio transceiver and the core of the micro-controller. 

Apart from the radio transceiver, the cores of the FPGA and the micro-controller, 

all other components integrated in the SENTIOF platform are powered by means 

of a 3.3 V supply. Therefore, the 3.3 V voltage regulator with a current rating of 

1.5 A is used to ensure that sufficient current can be provided so as to operate all 

modules simultaneously at maximum operating speed.  

As the majority of sensors used for monitoring applications are powered with 

1.8 V to 3.3 V voltage supplies, both the 1.8 V and the 3.3 V power domains are 

provided on the external interface so that such sensors can be powered. In order to 

fulfil the power supply requirements of external devices/sensors that may require a 

higher voltage than the above mentioned, a boost convertor, the voltage for which 

can be adjusted up to 6.5 V, is integrated in the SENTIOF. In addition, different 

voltages and currents can be synthesized by using appropriate voltage regulators on 

the sensor layer, which is attached to the SENTIOF in order to realize an 

application. In addition to a DC power source, the SENTIOF can also be powered 

through a USB interface. This provides an added advantage of continuous long 

term power during an application development process. 

In relation to dynamically managing the power consumption of integrated 

modules, all major components including the micro-controller, FPGA, SRAM, 

flash, and the radio transceiver can be switched to low-power modes at run time. 

This allows a reduction in the power consumption of each component to a 

minimum level, typically from tens of micro-watts to a few milli-watts depending 

upon the actual component. In relation to a battery operated wireless sensor node, 

the power consumption of a few milli-watts is undesirable. Therefore, to further 

minimize the power consumption during the idle state, the SENTIOF is designed to 

dynamically switch-off the power supplies to the FPGA, SRAM, flash, and SD card 

as they consume significant power in their low-power modes. To realize this power 

on/off mechanism, a low-power metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) transistor is 

used as a switch between the power supply and the power connection of the 

components. The transistor is then switched on/off through the micro-controller, 

which performs all control specific operations including power management. It 

should be noted that the radio transceiver that typically consumes 1 μW in low-

power mode, is not enabled to be switched on/off using the MOS transistor, as the 

MOS transistor consumes almost the same amount of power as of the radio 

transceiver in low-power mode and therefore, no significant power can be conserved 

by the power on/off method. 

5.2.3 PCB design 

In order to ensure the high-performance and low-production cost, special 

consideration was given to the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design. This includes 
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the separation of different ground planes, the minimization of the trace length 

between the high-speed devices, limiting the design to a reduced number of layers, 

and avoiding micro and buried vias. 

To minimize noise in relation to all the different types of components, four 

ground planes are used. A generic ground plane, GND, is used to connect the 

ground plane of the DC power source to other planes through 0 Ohm resistors. In 

these planes, the digital ground, DGND serves as a return path for all digital 

components including the FPGA, micro-controller, SRAM etc. The power ground, 

PGND is used to minimize the noise from other planes onto the power supply 

components.  As there are no analog components mounted on the SENTIOF, the 

analog ground AGND is not used. However, it is provided to ensure that analog 

sensors can be reliably interfaced with the SENTIOF. 

In relation to all the components mounted on the SENTIOF, it is the FPGA 

that has the highest pin count of 196 pins, which are packed into an 8x8 mm BGA 

package organized in 14 x 14 rows and columns. The 0.5 mm horizontal and 

vertical pin pitch resulting from this small footprint was a challenging factor, as it 

determined the routing and clearance rules in addition to the number of the routing 

layers of the SETNTIOF. For example, if the manufacturer’s guidelines regarding 

the PCB design of the FPGA [177] are strictly followed, then it requires a 

minimum of 7 PCB layers using micro-vias, while restricting the trace width and 

clearance to 0.075 mm. The production cost of the resulting PCB is then 

significantly higher in comparison to an equivalent PCB with a via diameter of 

more than 0.15 mm, and a trace width and clearance of 0.1 mm or more. Therefore, 

to relax the production requirements, the via-in-pad option was used for the 

FPGA. This allowed a larger pad size to be used and, eventually, a larger via hole 

diameter of 0.2 mm, a minimum trace width and clearance of 0.1 mm. In addition, 

it not only helped to reduce the PCB design to 6 layers but without the necessity 

of buried vias and thus, enabled the PCB cost to be reduced.  

5.2.4 Physical structure 

The size of the PCB is 65 x 40 mm, with 5 mm of interface height on one 

side that is used to attach a sensor module. A sensor module comprising of one or 

more sensors, is electrically connected with the SENTIOF platform through a rigid 

and strong header interface. In addition, two mounting holes are created in order to 

provide structural reinforcement of the platform and the sensor module, which may 

be required for some applications.  

5.3 Software design 

The software development for the micro-controller and the FPGA is carried 

out using the AVR32 Studio and the Xilinx ISE, respectively.  
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The integrated development environment for the micro-controller can be 

obtained from Atmel’s website free of charge. It integrates a software framework 

and a GNU tool chain allowing easy and rapid application development in C/C++. 

To further enhance the software development process of the micro-controller in 

relation to the SENTIOF, application programming interfaces (APIs) are developed 

for all control and data transfer specific operations including power management, 

radio communication and reading/writing data to the SD card.  

The Xilinx ISE Design Suite integrates all the tools to support complete 

design development, starting from an RTL or schematic design specification to the 

generation of a programming file for the FPGA. It also includes a wide variety of 

IP cores that can be integrated into a design, thus resulting in rapid development. 

In relation to the SENTIOF, we have developed interface APIs for both the SRAM 

and the flash, which can be re-used in other designs. Similar APIs for the radio 

transceiver and the SD card interface will also be developed in the future. 

5.4 Performance and power consumption analysis 

The performance of both the micro-controller and the FPGA can best be 

analyzed in relation to a given application and is done so by the realizing vibration 

and image-based monitoring applications, discussed in chapter 6 and 7, 

respectively. In this section, a measure of clock frequency, on which these two 

processing resources can be operated, is discussed briefly. In a similar manner to 

the performance, the power consumption is also application dependent. However, 

power consumption relating to fixed operations, such as during sleep mode and 

FPGA’s configuration etc. is also presented in this section.  

5.4.1 Clock frequency 

The micro-controller can either be clocked from an internal oscillator 

producing a clock frequency of about 115 kHz or from an external oscillator 

producing 16 MHz of clock frequency. To achieve different performance levels, the 

micro-controller can be operated at a wide frequency range, with an upper limit of 

60 MHz. In such cases, the desired frequency can be synthesized from a 16 MHz 

external oscillator by using a built-in Phase Locked Loop (PLL) in the micro-

controller. 

During the SENTIOF design it was observed that the available oscillators 

with frequencies higher than 19 MHz, as is required for the FPGA, consume a 

significant amount of power that is undesirable in a low-power platform. Therefore, 

a global clock generation feature of the micro-controller was instead used to provide 

the clock for the FPGA. The desired clock frequency in the FPGA, which should 

be within the maximum allowable operating frequency of up to 375 MHz can be 

synthesized using a PLL.  
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5.4.2 FPGA configuration  

The minimum configuration time of 15.16 ms is recorded when an 

uncompressed bit-stream of nearly 3.6 Mb is loaded into the FPGA from the 

associated flash memory at the maximum allowable clock frequency of 66 MHz and 

the bus width option of 4 bits, also known as quad SPI. It should also be noted 

that, an additional delay of about 8 ms is recorded from the time the power to 

FPGA is switched on and the time to which it is ready to start the configuration. 

The detailed discussion regarding configuration procedure, time, and power 

consumption is analyzed in the next chapter. 

5.4.3 Power consumption 

5.4.3.1 Sleep mode 

In the sleep mode, with the exception of the micro-controller, other 

components including the FPGA, SRAM, flash memory, and the SD card are 

switched-off. The micro-controller however, is switched to a low-power mode known 

as DeepStop, in which it is not only able to keep track of the sleep duration by 

using a real time counter (RTC), but is also capable of switching all components 

including itself to the active state. 

In the sleep mode, the average current drawn by the SENTIOF from a 3.6 V 

supply source was measured to be 95 μA. It should be noted that during this mode, 

both the 1.8 V and 3.3 V voltage regulators which remained fully functional so as 

to ensure the required voltage levels to the micro-controller were responsible for 

nearly 70 % of the reported current consumption.  

5.4.3.2 Active mode  

Unlike the sleep mode, the power consumption during the active mode is 

dependent on the modules that are active and their operating frequencies. 

Nevertheless, to provide a rough idea, the current consumption is measured for a 

number of application scenarios involving almost all the major components on the 

SENTIOF, and is summarized in Table 5.2. Each reported value represents the 

average current that is calculated from the measured instantaneous current, which 

was drawn by the SENTIOF for a corresponding scenario, from a 3.6 V power 

source.  
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Table 5.2 The average current consumption of the SENTIOF for different application scenarios 

S. 

No. 

Tasks Average current 

(mA) 

1. The micro-controller is clocked at 16 MHz and is in active mode, where it 

performs an addition operation repeatedly. 

5.54 

2. Same as of 1, except the clock frequency is 20 MHz. 7.49 

3. Same as of 1, except the clock frequency is 60 MHz. 21.34 

 

4. 

The micro-controller is clocked at 16 MHz and is in Frozen mode, in 

which it generates 20 MHz of clock frequency for the FPGA. 

 

4.28 

 

5. 

Same as of 4 + both the FPGA and the flash are ON, and the FPGA 

loads bit-stream from the flash memory at 66 MHz using quad SPI 

interface.  

 

30.3 

 

6. 

Same as of 4 + FPGA is active and is running a design in which, a 100 

MHz of clock is synthesized through internal PLL, and then is used to 

update a 27-bit counter. 

 

22.31 

7. Same as of 6, except that the FPGA is in standby mode. 8.30 

8. Same as of 6 + the FPGA reads 16-bit data word from the SRAM 

repeatedly at a rate of 16.6 MHz.  

34.58 

9. Same as of 6 + the FPGA writes 16-bit data word to the SRAM 

repeatedly at a rate of 16.6 MHz. 

44.62 

10. Same as of 6 + the FPGA erases the flash memory. 48.17 

11. Same as of 6 + the FPGA reads data from the flash memory at a rate of 

50 MHz. 

29.90 

12. Same as of 6 + the FPGA writes data to the flash memory. 38.89 

13. Same as of 2 + the micro-controller reads data from the SD card at a 

rate of 20 MHz. 

20.64 

14. Same as of 2 + the micro-controller writes data to the SD card at a rate 

of 20 MHz. 

24.37 

15. Same as of 1 + the radio transceiver operates in receive mode and 

received packets are transferred to the micro-controller.   

18.04 

16. Same as of 1 + the data packets from the micro-controller are 

transmitted by the radio transceiver at rate of 250 kpbs using 5 dBm 

power. 

22.34 
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6 High-sample rate Wireless 
Vibration Monitoring 

In the architecture exploration and evaluation study concerning data and 

computation intensive vibration and image-based condition monitoring 

applications, as discussed in chapter 3, we observed that the in-sensor processing 

not only enables high-performance to be achieved but also results in an energy 

efficient solution. Following the results of this exploration study, we developed a 

compact sized wireless sensor node, the SENTIOF that provides the means to 

achieve high-performance and to optimize the power consumption. Using the 

SENTIOF, both the vibration and image-based condition monitoring applications 

are realized and are discussed in this and the following chapter, respectively. 

In relation to vibration-based condition monitoring two case studies are 

conducted. One being to ensure that the performance and power consumption 

estimation obtained in the architecture exploration study are achieved on the 

target architecture, i.e. the SENTIOF. As in the vibration-based monitoring, 

depending upon the machinery being monitored and the expected problem, the 

frequencies leading to fault diagnosis vary, and so does the sampling frequency. In 

the second case study, the performance and energy consumption of realizing 

vibration-based condition monitoring on the SENTIOF is analyzed in relation to a 

wide sampling frequency to analyze aforementioned issue. 

6.1 Case study 1 - High-sample rate vibration-based 
condition monitoring 

In this case study, the tri-axes vibration data is acquired at a high-sampling 

frequency of 50 kHz and processed in the SENTIOF. Based on this real 

implementation and measurement, the performance and energy consumption 

related results are reported.  

6 
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6.1.1 Algorithm and operating conditions for the vibration-
based monitoring application 

In this experiment, the vibration data processing algorithm used in the 

evaluation study, as depicted in Figure 3.2 and described in section 3.1.2.1, is 

implemented on the SENTIOF. In relation to the implementation on the 

SENTIOF, the processing tasks of the algorithm and their data flow is depicted in 

Figure 6.1.  

In this vibration data processing algorithm, the 16-bit vibration data for 

each of the three axes is acquired at a sampling rate of 50 kHz, as it was in the 

case of evaluation test case. The acquired samples are then stored in three buffers 

(one for each axis) in the micro-controller’s internal memory. Once there are 4096 

samples in a buffer, the micro-controller sends this raw vibration data to the FPGA 

though the SPI. In the FPGA, digital filtering, with the help of an FIR filter of 

similar specification to that of the evaluation study, is performed on the raw 

vibration data to remove noise and to select the desired signal for further 

processing. Following on from the filtering, hamming windowing is performed to 

minimize the spectral leakage during the FFT. Following on from that the power 

spectrum is computed using a radix-2 FFT algorithm. After this, the computed 

spectra are compared to an ideal spectrum values, and the resultant information 

varying in size from one byte for each axis (1BPA), 2049-bits for each axis 

(NbPA), or full spectra (FSPA) are communicated back to the micro-controller for 

wireless transmission.  

The micro-controller is operated at a clock speed of 16 MHz, the FPGA is 

operated at a clock speed of 100 MHz and it is functional only for the period during 

which it receives raw data from the micro-controller, processes data and delivers 

the results to the micro-controller. The communication between the micro-

controller and the FPGA is carried out using an SPI operated at 8 MHz. In order 

to transmit the result wirelessly, the radio transceiver is operated at a maximum 

transmission throughput of 250 kbps using an output power level of 5 dBm.  
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Figure 6.1 A simplified depiction of vibration data processing algorithm and data flow  
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6.1.2 Performance, energy consumption and lifetime of the 
vibration-based condition monitoring application 

In order to achieve real time performance for a sampling rate of 50 kHz, the 

data transportation from the micro-controller to the FPGA, the data processing in 

the FPGA, the results transportation to the micro-controller, and transmission 

through radio transceiver should be completed before the acquisition of a new data 

set, that is less than 81.92 ms. The execution times measured for the 

aforementioned tasks in relation to the three different spectrum processing methods 

are given in Table 6.1. We observe that the execution time for both the 1BPA and 

NbPA is less than 81.92 ms, and therefore, by employing one of these methods, the 

high-performance goals of real time performance can be achieved using this 

analyzer. The execution times measured on the SENTIOF are in accordance with 

that of the estimated value for the evaluation study.   

During the vibration data acquisition and processing, the micro-controller is 

active for the whole duration as it acquires vibration data, sends it to the FPGA 

and then transmits the results received from the FPGA using the radio transceiver. 

However, power supplies to the FPGA are switched-off dynamically to conserve 

power as soon as results are communicated to the micro-controller for transmission. 

In addition, the radio transceiver is also operational only during of the actual 

transmission, and is otherwise in switched to low-power mode. However, the micro-

controller remains active all the time. The operational schedule with regards to 

1BPA is shown in Figure 6.2. While a new data set, k+1, is being acquired, the 

previous data set is processed on the FPGA, and then FPGA is switched-off at 

26.03 ms. It remain off until 58.42 ms when it is powered on to process the newly  

Table 6.1 Execution time for tri-axes vibration data processing in relation to different spectrum 

processing methods 

Spectrum processing methods 1BPA NbPA FSPA 

Execution time (ms) 27.06 57.37 515.78 

Data acquisition for data set k + 1

Processing  data set k FPGA startup

26.03 58.42 81.92

P
r
o
c
e
s
s
e
s Result transmission 

for data set k

Time (ms) 
 

Figure 6.2 Process scheduling to realize the vibration processing algorithm for spectrum processing 

method 1BPA 
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acquired data. Note that turning on the FPGA at this time ensures that the FPGA 

is ready for the next computation despite the reconfiguration process. 

Based on the average power consumption measured for the above mentioned 

vibration data processing algorithm, the lifetime is estimated. The lifetime 

estimation is performed in relation to a single cell (AA sized) battery that is used 

to power the SENTIOF during this experiment. The specifications of the battery 

are as follows: a capacity of 2600 mAh, chemistry of lithium-ion, a maximum 

discharge current of 3.5 A, and a voltage of 3.7 V[190].   

In terms of continuous monitoring, the operational lifetime of about 80 hours 

can be achieved with the above mentioned single cell battery. As shown in Figure 

6.3, in the case of duty-cycling practically viable operating lifetime can be achieved. 

For example, for a sleep period of 10 minutes and more, processing vibration data 

in the sensor node and transmitting a small amount of the resulting information 

leads to an operational lifetime of more than two years. Even with a monitoring 

interval of two hours, that could be considered sufficient for a large number of 

vibration-based condition monitoring scenarios, where the estimated lifetime 

reaches three years. It should be noted that in this lifetime estimation, the battery 

self discharge and other environmental condition are ignored for simplicity. 

Therefore, the lifetime obtained in a practical deployment is expected to slightly 

differ due to the above mentioned reasons.  

6.2 Case study 2 - FPGA based in-sensor 
processing for vibration monitoring 

In this case study, experiments involving a wide range of sampling rates and 

 

Figure 6.3 Lifetime of the wireless vibration analyzer for different duty-cycle durations 
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associated vibration data processing algorithms are realized on the SENTIOF and 

the performance and energy consumption is measured. In order to be able to 

compare the performance of the FPGA-based implementation in the SENTIOF to 

some reference architecture, two other sequential processor based architectures are 

realized. 

6.2.1 Architectures and their evaluation criteria 

6.2.1.1 Architectures 

Architecture I: The majority of the low-power wireless systems used in 

monitoring applications are based on simple micro-controllers that typically operate 

at a clock frequency of a few MHz to 20 MHz. Therefore, it is interesting to 

investigate an FPGA based in-sensor processing in comparison with that of a 

micro-controller that operates within the above mentioned clock frequencies and, 

unlike the FPGA, processes data in a sequential manner. In this architecture, the 

data acquisition, processing and result transmission is performed with a micro-

controller, operating at a clock frequency of 16 MHz. 

Architecture II:  With a sequential processor, such as a micro-controller that 

supports higher operating frequencies such as 50 MHz or above, higher processing 

performance can be achieved at the cost of increased power consumption. In 

relation to evaluating architectures on the basis of performance and energy 

consumption for a given sampling frequency, it can be valuable to include such an 

architecture for comparison. Therefore, in architecture II, the data acquisition, data 

processing, and result transmission is performed with a micro-controller operating 

at a clock frequency of 60 MHz.  

Architecture III: In this architecture, an FPGA operating at a clock 

frequency of 100 MHz is used as a hardware accelerator to perform tri-axes 

vibration data processing. The data acquisition and result transmission is 

performed through a micro-controller operating at 16 MHz and the IEEE 802.15.4 

compatible radio transceiver. 

6.2.1.2 Scheduling 

As both the processing performance and the energy consumption, for each of 

the above mentioned architectures, is highly dependent upon the way the processes 

are scheduled, and therefore, it is important to describe the corresponding 

scheduling. 

Due to similar resources and the sequential nature of the processing in 

architectures I and II, their scheduling is identical as shown in Figure 6.4(a) In 

order to off-load the processor from the data acquisition process, direct memory 

access (DMA) is used to acquire data. This allows the acquisition of a new data set 
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    while processing and transmitting results for a previously acquired data set  . 

However, data processing and result transmission for a given data set is achieved in 

a sequential manner for each of the three axes. The scheduling for architecture III 

is shown in Figure 6.4(b). In a similar manner to that for architectures I and II, the 

data acquisition and the remainder of the processing is performed in parallel. 

However, unlike architectures I and II, the actual vibration data processing for all 

three axes is also performed in parallel. The raw vibration data and results are 

communicated between the FPGA and the micro-controller through an SPI 

interface. In this architecture, the FPGA is powered-on immediately before the 

data transfer and remains powered-on until the results are transferred to the micro-

controller. After that, it is powered-off to conserve energy.  

In all three architectures, during the data acquisition and processing, the 

micro-controller and the radio transceiver are switched to low-power modes if the 

wakeup time allows them to satisfy the performance requirements for a given 

sampling frequency. It should also be noted that the relative execution time 

regarding each process shown in the Figure 6.4 is arbitrary, as the actual execution 

time depends upon many factors such as sampling frequency, number of samples to 

be processed, architecture etc. 

6.2.1.3 Sampling rates and evaluation criteria 

The aforementioned architectures are realized and evaluated in relation to a 

wide range of sampling rates starting from 0.5 kHz to 200 kHz. The exact sampling 

rates and the corresponding number of samples processed as one data set are given 

in Table 6.2. For sampling rates of up to 8 kHz, the data set size is selected to 

match with the maximum expected frequency component (        ) so as to 

achieve a resolution of 1 Hz/bin in the frequency spectrum. However, for sampling 

frequencies above 8 kHz the number of samples in a data set is fixed to 4096, as the 

number of logic resources required for bigger data sets exceeds the available 

resources in the SENTIOF’s FPGA.    
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Figure 6.4 Process scheduling for (a) architecture I and II (b) architecture III 
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For a given sampling frequency, all three architectures are quantitatively 

evaluated in relation to real time processing performance (RTP) and energy 

consumption. The RTP is important in analyzing several consecutive data sets of 

vibration so as to ensure that no intermediate samples are missed in the analysis. 

In a similar manner, the energy consumption is important for a wireless sensor 

node operating on a fixed energy source, and mounted on non-stationary and hard 

to reach places.  

Algorithm and experimental setup is the same as that of the case study 1, 

except the modification in the spectral processing methods. In this study, the 

NbPA is replaced with a No load (NL). In the case of NL, no resultant information 

is transmitted wirelessly when the currently computed spectra lie within the 

defined thresholds. It should be noted that different sampling frequencies would 

require different sensors for acquiring vibration data. And associated power 

consumption for these sensors would be different, therefore, the power consumption 

reported for these experiments does not include that of the sensors and associated 

circuits.  

6.2.1.4 Quantitative evaluation of FPGA-based in-sensor processing  

In relation to the spectrum processing method NL, the execution time 

required to process one set of vibration data on three architectures is shown in 

Figure 6.5. As the number of samples in a data set increases from 256 to 4096, so  

Table 6.2 Sampling frequencies and corresponding data set sizes 

Sampling rate (kHz) 0.5 1 2 4 8/16//32/50/ 

100/150/200 

No. of samples in a  data set 256 512 1024 2048 4096 

 

Figure 6.5 Time required for processing one data set using spectrum processing method NL for 

different sampling rates 
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does the execution time for each of the architectures. For both the architectures I 

and II, the percentage increase in the execution time is measured to be 150 % for 

sampling rates of 0.5 kHz to 1 kHz, and gradually decreases to around 100 % for 

sampling rates of 4 kHz to 8 kHz. For architecture III, the execution time increases 

at a constant rate of around 100 %. Analyzing the execution time in relation to the 

time required to sample one set of data (as shown Figure 6.5), it can be observed 

that the real-time processing performance for architectures I, II and III is achieved 

for sampling rates of up to 4 kHz, 16 kHz, and 150 kHz, respectively.  

The energy consumed in processing one set of vibration data for a spectrum 

processing method of NL is shown in Figure 6.6. It should be noted that the 

reported energy consumption includes the energy consumed to acquire a full data 

set, in addition to the energy consumed in processing. In Figure 6.6, we observe 

that the energy consumption, for each architecture increases, as the number of 

samples to process is increased from 256 to 4096. The rate of this increase, is 

almost identical for both architectures I and II, however, the energy consumption 

of architecture II is always greater than that of architecture I, for a given sampling 

rate. For sampling rates of up to 8 kHz, this is because the higher processing speed 

of architecture II is least useful in relation to its power consumption, when 

performing simple tasks such as sampling the data. On the other hand, for 

sampling frequencies above 8 kHz, the gain in processing performance of 

architecture II, is measured to be less than the corresponding increase in the power 

consumption, as compared to those of architecture I. Therefore, the energy 

consumption of architecture I for sampling rates above 8 kHz is less than that of 

architecture II. 

The architecture III not only achieves real time processing performance for 

sampling rates of up to 150 kHz, but also consumes the least amount of energy for 

sampling rates above 4 kHz. For a sampling rate of 4 kHz, though, the energy  

 

Figure 6.6 Energy consumed to process one data set using spectrum processing method NL for 

different sampling rates 
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Table 6.3 Summary of the results for spectrum processing NL 

consumed by architecture III is slightly (3.5 %) less than that of architecture I, 

given the simple design and low-cost of architecture I, it may be preferred over 

architecture III for a sampling rate of 4 kHz. The results regarding the real time 

processing performance and energy consumption for spectrum processing NL are 

summarized in Table 6.3. For sampling rates of up to 4 kHz, architecture I stands 

ahead of the other architectures. On the other hand, for sampling rates of 8 kHz 

and above, architecture III achieves the highest performance with the least amount 

of energy consumption. 

The results associated with the spectrum processing method, 1BPA are quite 

similar to those of the NL, and are therefore omitted here. In the case of FSPA, 

however, the real time performance is limited due to the large amounts of result 

transmission. The FPGA-based implementation, however, results in the least 

energy consumption for sampling rate for 4 kHz and more. 

In summary, for sampling rates of 4 kHz and above, the SENTIOF, in which 

an FPGA is used to process vibration data, achieves the real time processing 

performance. Using such a wireless sensor node for high-sample rate vibration data 

monitoring and processing at regular interval, the operational lifetime of up to 

several years can be achieved without requiring the replacement of the battery.  
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7 Energy Efficient Realization of 
Image-based Wireless Monitoring  

In this chapter, the implementation of the image-based monitoring 

application using the SENTIOF and the associated results are discussed. In the 

evaluation study regarding image-based in-sensor processing discussed in section 

3.1.2.2, it was observed that processing all of the required tasks in the sensor node 

and transmitting a small amount of resultant information wirelessly enables higher-

performance and lower-energy consumption to be achieved when compared with 

alternatives involving different combinations of tasks processed on the sensor node. 

However, realizing all of the image-processing tasks in the sensor node, in particular 

an FPGA-based senor node leads to higher-design efforts and the least flexibility. 

Therefore, instead of processing all of the tasks in the sensor node, a balanced 

approach, as shown in Figure 7.1, is used for the in-sensor processing. With this 

method, the large amount of acquired data is reduced to a relatively small amount 

of information that is compressed and transmitted using a wireless transceiver.  

This method offers the advantage of realizing a generic architecture for machine 

vision applications while balancing the design complexity and energy consumption.  

7.1 Architecture of the image sensor node 

In order to monitor the presence of foreign particles in fluid, a generic 

architecture is realized using the SENTIOF. The complete architecture, including 

the tasks involved in processing the data and module on which these tasks are 

performed are shown in Figure 7.2 and are explained in the following. 

7.1.1 Image processing algorithm 

The tasks involved in the applications are discussed in the following. 

Image 

acquistion
Pre-procssing Segmentation Compression

Wireless 

transmission
 

Figure 7.1 A generic architecture for wireless image-based monitoring 
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7.1.1.1 Data acquisition 

The images processed and analyzed for detecting particles in the fluid are 

acquired using a CMOS sensor MT9V032 [191]. The image size of 640x400 pixels 

are then processed in the node in order to obtain a small amount of information 

containing the desired features before transmitting this information wirelessly for 

further processing at the remote station.  

7.1.1.2 Pre-processing 

During the pre-processing stage, the currently acquired image is subtracted 

from a background image so as to extract the potential regions with desired 

objects, i.e. particles. The background image that is captured at an earlier time 

than the currently acquired image is stored on the flash memory in the SENTIOF. 

Considering the amount of memory required, the complexity and communication 

cost involved in storing and retrieving a background image from a memory, a low-

complexity background image model [192] is used in this study.  

In order to store the background image, the 640x400 pixels size image, 

acquired through the above mentioned CMOS camera, is first scaled down by a 

factor of 8. It is important to mention that the scaled down version of the image 

can be kept in the internal memory of the FPGA. However, in the case of duty-

cycling when the FPGA is powered-off, the background image is lost. Therefore, it 

is stored in the flash memory. During the pre-processing stage, this scaled down 

version of the background image is retrieved from the flash memory, and is up 

scaled using a near neighbour technique.  

7.1.1.3 Segmentation and morphology 

Threshold-based segmentation is performed to extract the mutually exclusive 

connected regions in the pre-processed image. Following on from segmentation, 
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morphological operations are performed for removal of false objects (represented by 

one or two pixels). The morphological operations include the erosion followed by 

dilation.  

7.1.1.4 Compression 

After the segmentation and morphology, the gray scale image produced by 

the pre-processing stage is transferred in to a binary image. In order to reduce the 

amount of data to be transmitted, the binary image is compressed using bi-level 

coding technique [193] .  

7.2 Operating conditions and measurement 
procedure for the image-based monitoring 
application 

The above mentioned image processing algorithm was implemented on the 

SENTIOF and several experiments were performed to validate the functionality of 

the algorithm and to observe the effect of the ambient light on the results 

produced. In relation to energy consumption, the instantaneous current was 

measured using Agilent 34410A meter while operating the wireless node for the 

aforementioned algorithm. As shown in Figure 7.2 the modules that were 

operational for realizing this image monitoring application include an LED ring, the 

camera, FPGA, micro-controller, radio transceiver, and the flash memory. During 

the operational state, the FPGA was operated at 27 MHz as it enabled to achieve 

desired performance while synchronizing the clock of FPGA with that of the 

camera. In order to conserve power, these modules were switched to their 

appropriate low-power mode whenever possible. In the case of duty-cycling, the 

power supplies to all of the modules are switched-off, except the micro-controller 

which was switched to its lowest power mode. The micro-controller in this power 

mode, DEEPSTOP, kept track of sleep duration through real time counter (RTC) 

and powered-on the other modules for the next operational cycle. In the case of the 

FPGA, upon power-up it is reconfigured by loading the bit-stream from the 

associated flash memory. 

7.3 Performance, energy consumption and lifetime  

Regarding resource utilization for synthesising the above mentioned tasks on 

the FPGA, 50% of slice LUTs, 8% of slice registers and 28% of the block RAM is 

used. In relation to the performance, for an image frame of 640x400 pixels, the 

sensor node architecture achieves real-time performance goals for up to 48 frames 

per seconds. For an average transmission data of 70 bytes, as obtained in the 

experiments, the energy consumed during the processing of one image frame is 17.2 
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mJ. It should be noted that the reported energy consumption includes the energy 

consumed during the FPGA’s reconfiguration process. The reported energy 

consumption corresponding to the processing of one image frame can be divided in 

three major tasks, configuration, processing and communication. The energy 

consumption for each of these is given in Table 7.1.  

In relation to the architecture exploration study for the image-based 

monitoring application, the performance and energy consumption of the above 

mentioned SENTIOF-based sensor node is given in Table 7.2. In addition, the 

operational life of both the exploration study and the above mentioned system is 

estimated for a wide range of duty-cycle intervals. The estimated lifetime, shown in 

Figure 7.3  is based on a single cell battery of capacity 37.44 kJ. Furthermore, in 

this lifetime estimation, each time the node is activated from sleep mode it is 

operational for 100 ms so as to acquire images and to process them.  

Based on the above mentioned performance results, it can be concluded that 

the image-based wireless monitoring realized on the SENTIOF delivers high-

performance and also provides the operational lifetime of several years. For 

example, in the case of duty-cycle period of 5 minutes or more, the lifetime of more 

than three years can be obtained without requiring the replacement of battery. 

Table 7.1 Execution time, average power and total energy consumption 

Table 7.2 Performance and energy consumption comparison with that arhicteure exploration study 

Systems 

 

Image size E_Proc 

(mJ)  

E_Comm 

(mJ)  

Avg. Output data 

(bytes) 

Bits/ 

pixel 

Max. FPS 

Evaluation 

study 

(640x400) 9.6 3.52 500  0.016 48 

Measured (640x400) 13.9 0.44 70 0.002 48 

 

 

Application Config. 

time 

(ms) 

Config.  

power 

(W) 

Proc. 

time 

(ms) 

Proc. 

power 

(W) 

Comm. 

Time (ms) 

Comm. 

power (W) 

Total 

energy 

(mJ) 

Particle 

detection 

23.6 

 

0.12 

 

21 

 

0.67 3.2 0.13 17.2 
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Figure 7.3 Operation lifetime of image-based wireless monitoring application 
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8 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this chapter, the concluding remarks and the potential future work 

originating from this research work is presented. At the end, the authors 

contribution in relation to publications on which this thesis is based, are 

summarized. 

8.1 Conclusion 

Wireless sensor nodes are typically constrained by the physical size, cost and 

energy budget. These constraints, in conjunction with a desire for a long 

operational lifetime so as to reduce associated maintenance cost, typically restrict 

the sensor node design in different ways. One of which is to base the wireless sensor 

node design on low-power and low-cost modules, which in result provide limited 

communication and processing performance. On the other hand, monitoring 

applications that involve large amounts of data and complex processing algorithms 

for analysis of the data require higher communication rates and processing 

performance while demanding the long operational lifetimes of practical 

importance.   By considering the limited communication, processing performance 

and energy budget of typical wireless sensor nodes, and high-communication and 

processing requirements of data and computation intensive applications, different 

architectural alternatives are explored and evaluated in an analytical and 

experimental manner.  

In order to perform quantitative evaluation based on actual 

implementations, two case studies involving monitoring applications of high 

practical importance i.e. vibration and image-based industrial condition monitoring 

are performed. WSN based realization of these applications involves large amounts 

of raw data to be wirelessly transported across the network; for example, in the 

case of a tri-axis high-sample rate (e.g. 50 kHz) vibration monitoring, the amount 

of raw data is 2.4 Mbps. In a similar manner, a single grey scale image of 640*480 

pixels resolution generates more than 2.4 Mb.  

8 
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Based on communication and processing requirements of these case studies, 

the architecture exploration is carried out by evaluating different communication 

and processing technologies in relation to performance and energy consumption. 

From an architectural perspective, two approaches involving raw data transmission 

and in-sensor processing are explored and evaluated.   

  With regards to enabling a wireless sensor node for the above mentioned 

communication requirements,  different standard based communication technologies 

including infrared, mobile broadband, WiMax, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and ZigBee are 

analyzed mainly in relation to performance, energy consumption and cost. The 

infrared, mobile broadband and WiMax are observed to offer data rates that can 

fulfil the above mentioned communication requirements. However, there are several 

aspects that make them less suitable for generic and cost-effective wireless 

monitoring. In the case of infrared, it is the short range and strict alignment 

requirements that restrict its potential advantage of providing high-communication 

rates. In a similar manner, the relatively high initial and operating cost of both the 

WiMax and mobile broadband makes them least favourable. On the other hand, 

the low-data rates of Bluetooth and ZigBee technologies pose a limit in achieving 

continuous monitoring. The Wi-Fi is, however, observed to provide the desired 

communication rates for continuous monitoring at a modest cost and power 

consumption. With regards to operational lifetime of a Wi-Fi enabled wireless 

sensor node that has a limited energy budget, for example, as obtained with a 

typical AA sized dry cell battery, the detailed analysis suggested that a short term, 

i.e. few days of continuous monitoring can only be performed. In other words, in 

order to achieve a long operational lifetime by transmitting raw data, the data 

intensive monitoring applications are required to operate in an intermittent 

manner.  In such a case, as low-data rate communication technologies such as BLE 

and ZigBee can also used, both of these including the Wi-Fi were then evaluated 

according to their energy consumption. Based on the energy consumption of the 

actual data transfer and that associated with establishing connection after sleep to 

wakeup state, and assuming maximum theoretical throughput, as attainable under 

ideal channel conditions the following results were obtained. The ZigBee consumes 

the least amount of energy for data loads of up to 500 bytes. On the other hand, 

the Wi-Fi appears to be best suited to data loads of 800 kB or more. For a wireless 

transmission load of less than 800 kB and more than 500 bytes, as is case for the 

data intensive monitoring applications, the results show that the BLE results in 

minimum energy consumption.  

 Regarding in-sensor processing for a vibration-based condition monitoring 

application that involves a series of computation intensive processing tasks such as 

FIR filtering, windowing, FFT, etc. three processing architectures involving a 

micro-controller, an FPGA, and a combination of micro-controller and FPGA were 

realized and first compared with each other. In this comparison, it was observed 

that not only the high processing performance for high-sample rate (i.e. 50 kHz) 
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tri-axis vibration data monitoring can be achieved with FPGA-based architectures 

but these also result in less energy consumption as compared to the micro-

controller based in-sensor processing architecture. In addition, it was also 

experienced that the hybrid architecture consisting of both the micro-controller for 

sequential and control specific tasks and an FPGA for computation intensive 

processing delivers high performance with reduced design efforts in comparison to 

the FPGA based architecture. In relation to image-based in-senor processing, a 

study conducted to evaluate the performance and energy consumption associated 

with computing different image processing tasks and generating different amounts 

of resultant information suggested that processing the entire tasks in the sensor 

node enables achieving the high-performance while consuming the least amount of 

energy. It also, however, indicated that exclusion of classification and feature 

extraction tasks from the sensor node requires less design effort and also leads to a 

generic solution.  

The comparison of raw data transmission using Wi-Fi, BLE or ZigBee, and 

in-sensor processing architectures showed that an in-sensor processing architecture 

consisting of an FPGA for computation intensive processing is a more energy 

efficient solution. With regards to choosing an appropriate FPGA technology, a 

literature study focusing the logic resources and performance aspects of data and 

computation intensive wireless monitoring applications provided the guidelines to 

consider SRAM FPGAs. As typical SRAM FPGAs require re-configuration and 

with regards to employing such an FPGA in a wireless sensor node that is operated 

in an intermittent manner so as to conserve energy, a feasibility study of SRAM 

FPGA for duty-cycle applications was carried out. In this study, focusing on Xilinx 

Spartan 6 LX16 FPGA that is comprised of a sufficient amount of logic resources 

that are typically required in data and computation intensive monitoring 

applications, energy consumption associated with sleep state and re-configuration 

processing was analyzed. From the measured results, it was found that for short 

intervals of 38 μs to 235 ms, up to 50% energy can be conserved by switching the 

FPGA to its built-in sleep state. For duration exceeding 235 ms, the FPGA can be 

completely switched-off to reduce the power consumption to zero. The resulting 

reconfiguration can be performed in 23.5 ms at the expanse of 2.56 mJ of energy 

consumption. In comparison to the energy consumption of the FPGA being in idle 

state for 10 seconds, even with the above mentioned energy consumption associated 

with re-configuration, the overall energy conservation of more than 99.9 % can be 

achieved.  

Given the results of the evaluation studies that the FPGA-based in-sensor 

processing is a most an energy efficient solution for data and computation intensive 

applications, an FPGA-based wireless sensor node, the SENTIOF, is designed and 

developed. In addition to the FPGA, the SENTIOF is integrated with a micro-

controller to perform control specific and sequential tasks. In terms of wireless 

communication, an IEEE 802.15.4 complaint radio transceiver is integrated as it 
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was observed to be the least energy consuming for small amounts of data 

transmission. For energy efficient design using SENTIOF, it is designed to enable 

dynamic power management, in which not only the integrated modules can be 

switched to their built-in low-power modes, but can also be switched-off to reduce 

the power consumption to the minimum level.  

In order to validate the design and to assess the performance and energy 

consumption from real hardware, both the vibration and image-based monitoring 

algorithms are realized using the SENTIOF. In the case of the vibration-based 

condition monitoring, the feasibility of FPGA-based in-sensor processing is also 

characterized for a wide range of sampling frequencies, i.e. from 512 Hz to 200 kHz. 

The measured results show that for sampling rates of 4 kHz and above, FPGA-

based in-sensor processing not only delivers required performance but also 

consumes least amount of energy. Based on the measured power consumption, the 

lifetime estimated using a single cell 3.6 V battery of capacity 2600 mAh, shows 

that the for a duty-cycle of 10 minutes or more, the vibration-based condition 

monitoring with in-sensor processing can be performed for more than two years 

without requiring the replacement of the battery. With regards to image-based 

monitoring application, the realized architecture, with a processing performance of 

48 frames per second that is more than the required for this application, is 

measured to achieve the operational lifetime of more than 3 years for a duty-cycle 

periods of 5 minutes or more.  

8.2 Future work 

The possible extensions of this work are envisioned to branch into the 

following directions.  

One aspect of the future work is to deploy a wireless sensor network for the 

above mentioned applications and observe the performance in the real world. In 

addition to real world deployment, the different variations in the application can be 

realized to assess the correlation of application requirements and real world 

performance. For example, in the case of image-based monitoring in which objects 

are classified on the basis of color, it would be interesting to determine the 

associated performance and energy consumption of in-sensor processing. In addition 

to varying the design requirements of the above mentioned applications, other data 

and computation intensive applications such as those involving audio and video 

data can also be explored.  

Though, the operational lifetime for the above mentioned applications are 

estimated to be several years, it would still be interesting to explore suitable energy 

scavenging methods for such applications. For example, in the case of vibration-

based condition monitoring, the possibility of scavenging energy from the vibrating 

machinery could be useful to extend the operational lifetime.  
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In relation to the SRAM FPGA, the re-configuration alternatives such as 

those involving bit-stream compression and partial/dynamic configurations are an 

interesting topic to be examined with regards to this FPGA.  

8.3 Authors Contributions 

The exact contributions of the authors of the seven central papers in this 

thesis are summarized in Table 8.1. The authors are listed in the same order as 

they are in the research papers. 

Table 8.1 Author’s Contributions 

Paper # Authors  Contributions 

I KS, PC, and BO KS: Designed, developed and conducted experiments 

PC: Gave the idea and provided the help in software development 

BO: Supervised the work 

II KS, PC, and BO KS: Starting with own idea, conducted all the necessary experiments 

PC: Provided the feedback in the article 

BO: Supervised the work 

III KS and BO KS: Reviewed literature and conducted all the necessary experiments  

BO: Supervised the work 

IV KS and BO KS: Reviewed literature and conducted all the necessary experiments  

BO: Supervised the work 

V KS, PC, and BO KS: Design, developed and test the hardware platform for wireless 

senor node  

PC: Assisted in components selection and provided critical review of 

the design 

BO: Supervised the work 

VI KS and BO KS: Performed all the necessary tasks including design, development, 

experiments and measurements 

BO: Supervised the work 

VII KS and BO KS: Performed all the necessary tasks including design, development, 

experiments and measurements 

BO: Supervised the work 

VIII MI, KS, NA, 

MN, NL and BO 

MI: Designed and developed image-processing tasks on FPGA, 

performed experiments and measurements 

KS: Design the hardware platform, developed necessary software for 

control and management and performed experiments and 

measurements 

NA: Provided review and feedback 

MN, NL and BO: Supervised the work 

KS: Khurram Shahzad      PC: Peng Cheng         BO: Bengt Oelmann     MI: Muhammad Imran 

                                        NA: Naeem Ahmed      MN: Mattias O’Nills     NL:  Najeem Lawal 
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